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Hybrid Warfare and Changing
Global Dynamics
Worthy Readers!
The focus of this issue is the Hybrid Warfare, which is changing the
nature of the conflict, war, national security and ever-lasting impact
on the global power dynamics. As we know that, now the technological developments are now blurring the lines between conventional
and hybrid conflicts, so it is essential for the nation-states to realize
the various aspects of this type of warfare like economic and diplomatic implications, and overcome these lopsided threats to ensure
credible deterrence against such grey zone challenges. Apart from
this, the perceivable changes in the prevalent world order and systemic changes like the resurgence of old empires and alliances, the
recent changes in the American leadership, fermentation of Middle
East, the changing centrality of ASEAN, the materialization of new
demography and economic trends in Africa, and contestation of new
ideas in South America, also remained the subject of this issue. In
the context of Pakistan, the implications of the Afghan peace process,
issue of FATF, and the country’s efforts for adaption and mitigation
of climate change also remained the focus area. In the economy and
finance section, our editorial board focused on the developments in
African nations and progress of CPEC, along with the renewed connectivity of Pakistan with Iran and Turkey.
This issue Mélange International Magazine engaged national and international scholars, journalists and expert opinion-makers to shed
light on a number of subjects including, the threats of Hindu radicalism to the South Asian polities, preferential treatments of the US to
Israel, global climate challenges, and other nascent diplomatic activities of last month.
The February Edition of Mélange International Magazine is in your
hands to quench your thirst for reading and pondering upon the
most significant diplomatic developments of the month. This edition
also has a special report on the Hindu Radicalism, along with a range
of articles and a lot of other mesmerizing readings. Mélange Team
hopes that the current edition will win your hearts and minds like
the previous ones.
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The Quintessence of Hybrid Warfare

Pakistan at a
Critical Juncture

T

he art of war has gone
through
various
changes over the period but as
Clausewitz states, the political motive and exhorting the
adversary to fulfil the attacker’s will
shall remainpersistent. Comparably,
the concept of hybrid conflict is not a
novel phenomenon but it dates back
to centuries where actors employed
it through different tactics and platforms. One can find the deep-rooted
examples of hybrid warfare in history,
such as, in the Battle of Uhud the inAmna Malik
fidels spread fake news of Prophet’s
Author is President, Center of Pakistan and demise and spread panic; in the NaInternational Relations (COPAIR) and Editor- poleonic Wars Spanish guerrillas atin-Chief of ‘Mélange Int’l Magazine’ and ‘ The tacked the lines of communication; in
the American Revolution militia forces
Asian Telegraph’
fighting along with the George Washington’s Continental Army; the British
employment of irregular forcAn example of India’s hos- Army’s
es in Palestine during Arab Revolt etc.
tility towards Pakistan is In all these wars, hybrid tactics, such
the statement of Indian as information warfare or fake news,
and irregular forces, were emPrime Minister Narendra proxies
ployed for the achievement of a politModi vowing that India will ical objective and as an offset against
However, contemporarily
mount a global campaign adversaries.
there is a shift in the locality of war
to isolate Pakistan.
and the application of non-kinetic
forms of technological warfare, which
changes the nature of hybrid warfare
and plays its role in the evolution of
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warfare itself, such as using cyberspace, advanced weapon systems and
information channels against adversaries.
Warfare is studied as an evolving
subject, changing over the period with
the advancement in technologies. In
the discourse of modern warfare, the
evolution starts from the gunpowder
revolution in 14th and 15th century and then with the advancement in
the firepower and other technologies,
the character of warfare changed into
what we know as total war, industrial warfare, mechanized warfare,
nuclear warfare, counter-insurgency or the rise of asymmetric warfare.
According to William Lind, the proponent of fourth-generation warfare
(4GW), the concept of generation of
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“In all fighting, the direct method may be used for joining battle, but
indirect methods will be needed to secure victory. In battle, there are
not more than two methods of attack – the direct and the indirect; yet
these two in combination give rise to an endless series of maneuvers.
The direct and the indirect lead on to each other in turn. It is like
moving in a circle – you never come to an end. Who can exhaust the
possibilities of their combination? –Sun Tzu
warfare or ‘the changing face of war’,
the first generation warfare refers
to the battles fought with manpower, second-generation warfare was
the evolution from rifles to machine
guns, third-generation as technology-derived tactics of leveraging the
speed, stealth and surprise. While
the fourth-generation warfare is,
“a return to decentralized forms of
warfare, blurring of the lines between war and politics, combatants
and civilians. However, Fifth-generation warfare (5GW) is the battle of
perceptions and information, also
known as, cultural and moral war,
which distorts the perception of the
masses to give a manipulated view of
the world and politics. 5GW is evolving with the technology and known
as “the non-contact warfare” enabled
through digitization and autonomous/semi-autonomous weapons.
The literature review of modern
warfare shows that the idea of hybrid
warfare overlaps the fourth and fifth
generation of warfare. Although, with
the advancement and proliferation of
digital information communication
technology (ICT), it is becoming more
sophisticated in its approaches and
maneuvering. The corresponding developments of the cyberspace and its
use for information sharing and radicalization, along with the emergence
of non-state actors, hybrid warfare is
becoming synonymous with the fifth
generation warfare in today’s context
and it a linear response to counter
these threats is becoming ineffective. The primary objective of hybrid
war is to destabilize an adversary,
internally and externally through a
sophisticated mix of different conventional and non-conventional tactics, such as debilitating its economy,
tearing its social cohesion apart, sabotaging its foreign relations, creating mistrust internally, engineering
social resistance movements, and
employing criminal or terrorist tactics etc. Americans call the containment strategy as ‘full spectrum deterrence’ to deter or dissuade such
hybrid threats, while their Chinese
counterparts label it as ‘unrestricted
warfare’. Furthermore, in the hybrid
conflicts, the states operate below
the threshold of conventional and
open war and maintain maximum
possible deniability of involvement
in the conflict. The Russian strategist,
Gerasimove suggests that the cultural, economic, military, diplomatic, information and other means are to be
used to achieve political and strategic
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goals in these hybrid conflicts.
Advancement in science and technology has significantly broadened
the sphere of hybrid conflicts and
changed the strategies of such conflicts. In last few decades, the Israel-Hezbollah War of 2006, Russian
annexation of Crimea in 2014, 2014
ISIL advance into Iraq, and Indian coercive maneuvers against Pakistan,
such as the use of irregular forces and
a global disinformation campaign,
stand out as the prime examples of
the modern hybrid warfare.
In the case of Pakistan, India is

exploiting the national vulnerabilities across the political, economic,
social and informational, and infrastructural spectrum of the country.
There are myriad examples of this
coercive involvement of India in the
domestic affairs of Pakistan and from
time to time, the country has provided a plethora of evidence of Indian
aspersive involvement, such as the
recent presentation of the dossier of
evidence of India’s terrorist activities
in Pakistan, provided by the ISPR and
MOFA jointly in Nov 2020.
India has chosen to show its animosity towards Pakistan through
hybrid conflicts and terrorism as a
weapon of choice to destabilize the
country internally and tarnish the
image of Pakistan as a peace-loving
country by furthering the narrative
that the country is a terrorist sanctuary. The fact is that Pakistan remained a victim of terrorism during
the peak of Global War on Terror
started by the US in Afghanistan hav-
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ing its spillover effect in the country. India, using irregular forces and
network of spies exploits the social
and political fault lines of Pakistan
and fuel insurgencies and separatist
movements like allegedly backing the
Baloch Liberation Army and Pashtun
Tahafuz Movement (PTM). Then India through its network of news outlets, including mainstream electronic
channels and social media channels
present Pakistan as a rogue state and
repressive regime. Indian swindling
claims against Pakistan were proven
false in 2016 when Pakistani security
forces arrested Indian spy Kalbushan
Yadav from Pakistani province Baluchistan, who confessed that he was
involved in sponsoring terrorism in
Pakistan and Baluchistan in particular. Similarly, the Indian belligerent leadership taints Pakistan as the
sponsor of terrorism and insurgency
in Indian Occupied Kashmir, howev-

er, the ground reality is contrary to
the fact.
Similarly, through using these coercive tactics, India is marginalizing Pakistan in the economic arena, where
India diplomatically manoeuvred to
blacklist Pakistan through Financial
Action Task Force (FATF) and label
it as a terror financer. So far, India
has been successful in convincing
the authorities through manipulative
narratives backed by the hoax media
outlets that Pakistan is sponsoring
terrorism in IIOJK however, the situation is contrary. Now, Pakistan has
provided a plethora of evidence of Indian involvement and its illegal and
brutal annexation of the disputed territory of Jammu and Kashmir. In the
recent meeting of FATF, on October
23, 2020, it has been stated that Pakistan will remain on Grey List until
February 2021. According to the reports, Pakistan has completed the 21
out of 27 tasks which were given by
FATF and the officials of the government of Pakistan conceived this as
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a victory that Pakistan has not been
blacklisted, because, India has been
aggressively working to blacklist Pakistan by FATF.

However, the government of Pakistan provided irrefutable evidence to
prove Indian state terrorism against
Pakistan and the dossier of evidence
has also been shared with the United
Nations and other international organizations. It has been said that India
is providing material and financial
support to terrorist organizations
even the UN-designated terrorist organization like TTP, BLA and JuA.
With the emergence of social
media as a decisive power and an
important tool for hybrid conflicts,
India is using it against Pakistan to
spread misinformation and create
anti-state narratives. The enemies of
Pakistan are effectively using social
media against Pakistan to achieve
their political and strategic objec-

tives. It has become a challenging
task for Pakistan to regulate social
media. The exponential rise of fake
media accounts in recent years has
raised concerns among the governmental bodies and especially security institutions of Pakistan. These accounts claim to belong to Pakistanis
and spread hate against Pakistan and
its security forces. It influences the
perception of the people inside Pakistan and foreign observers. In October 2020, renowned social media
handlers and news websites of India
spread fake news about a civil war in
Pakistan. Though this campaign by
Indian sites and social media soon
turned into laughing stock, it raised
serious concerns that there is need to
combat fake news as it has a damaging impact not only on people inside
Pakistan but also on the international image of the country. For this purpose, India used a vast network of
fake news outlets, recently debunked
by the EU Disinfo Lab in 2020, comprising of 250 plus news websites op-

erating in more than 160 countries, to
alter the perception of decision-makers of supranational organizations.
Therefore, to curb fake propaganda
against Pakistan, the government
of Pakistan is working to regulate/
monitor social media. Government of
Pakistan approved the new rules for
social media in January 2020 called
“Citizens Protection Rules 2020”. The
officials from the government have
stated that these new rules will help
to stop the fake news and remove the
content that aimed to spread terrorism and terrorism and instigate peo-

because the regional cooperation
organization was established to promote trade and further ties between
regional states, however, India tried
to sabotage the forum only to restrict
Pakistan from taking any material
advantage from it. Using propaganda, especially the online medium and
social media, India has been able to
corner Pakistan in the international arena. Another prime example of
India’s coercion in international relations of Pakistan is labelling Pakistani territory as a haven for terror
groups and blacklisting the country

ple for violence.
These malicious activities like
backing insurgencies, information
propaganda etc., all-encompassing
the part of hybrid warfare, are used
by India against Pakistan to lose its
stature in the international arena and
corner Pakistan diplomatically, especially from the Muslim countries,
whom Pakistan tacitly pledges to
protect through its military muscle. It
is also pertinent to mention that the
report released by the Disinfo Lab
exposed 15-year old Indian covert
disinformation operation against Pakistan. According to the report, India
has been using hundreds of fake me-

through FATF. Along with this, India
has been able to dissuade foreign
powers, especially the Middle Eastern nations, to distance themselves
from Pakistan, even though Pakistan
provides them military support and a
huge Pakistani diaspora helped those
countries in their infrastructural development. It was in response to India’s stratagem that amid Pakistan’s
strong bid to exclude Indian delegate
from the OIC conference in 2019, the
Middle Eastern counterparts invited the late Sushma Swaraj, India’s
External Minister as the guest of
honour to the conference. Similarly, the long-standing Middle Eastern

dia outlets to undermine and malign
Pakistan at international level. It has
been termed as the biggest network
of fake media sites, which has been
exposed, so far.
Moreover, there are implications
of Indian hybrid war against Pakistan
on the latter’s foreign relations with
other global powers and its standing in the regional forums. Example
of SAARC is relevant in this regard

partners of Pakistan backed out on
the issue of Kashmir at international forums and took a softer approach
towards India’s belligerency and oppression on Kashmiri Muslims. India
also tried discouraging Iran from becoming part of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) because it will ultimately strengthen Pakistan economically
and CPEC, its transit corridor.
An example of India’s hostility

“Throughout the ages, effective results in war have rarely been
attained unless the approach has had such indirectness as to ensure
the opponent’s unreadiness to meet it. In strategy, the longest
way round is often the shortest way home.” –Liddell Hart
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towards Pakistan is evident from the
statement of India’s Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, who vowed that India would mount a global campaign
to isolate Pakistan in the world.
Apart from straining Pakistan’s
foreign relations, India is resorting to
hybrid warfare to create a surfeit Pakistan’ national security challenges.
It is a fact that India’s military budget
is five times to that of Pakistan and
in order to meet the national security challenges, primarily instigated
by India, Pakistan has to use a major
portion of its GDP for the national security, affecting the overall socio-economic development of Pakistan. This
increased military spending it to survive against the hostile India, which is
nuclear-armed arch-rival of Pakistan.
India is exploiting Pakistan’s vulnerabilities through using hybrid tactics,
such as sabotaging CPEC through creating an unfavourable atmosphere in
Pakistan for foreign investments and
Kulbushan Yadav’s confession proves
this. Using hybrid tactics, India is
furthering the ethnic and sectarian
divide in Pakistan leading the country to the same situation as Syria,
where ISIL exploited the fault lines
for their strategic objectives. However, the non-traditional challenges India is creating for Pakistan’s national
security includes the spread of misinformation in the country and data
breaches of its civil-military leadership. This will spiral into a digital dilemma in the near future where India
can leverage from the data of civilians and exploit it for its advantage.
Another challenge for Pakistan is
India’s mega infrastructural attempt
to build dams on the Indus River at
Indian side. This will ultimately lead
to economic challenges and create
water scarcity in Pakistan. All these
challenges, along with myriad others,
spiral into a larger dilemma for Pakistan and will further the asymmetry
between both archenemies. However,
if timely action has not been taken by
both nations, and the global powers,
these skirmishes and limited war can
escalate into a full-fledged war or a
nuclear face-off.
So far, Pakistan had embraced a conciliatory approach towards India
and to overcome the crises of hybrid
threat, the country beefed up its national security apparatus, provided
irrefutable evidence to the regional
and global organizations, and urged
to mediate the conflict. In the case
of Kashmir, not only the government
of Pakistan but also the international NGOs and human rights activists
have risen their voices to unmask the
Indian belligerency and oppression.
However, the statements and actions
of incumbent Hindutva regime do not
seem to fall in line with a peace-loving nation-state.
In order to rise above these hybrid
threats of India, Pakistan will have
to adopt a comprehensive and all-in-
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clusive approach, involving its civil
polity, governmental and non-governmental bodies and military institutions.
Primarily, there is a need for comprehensive analysis and self-assessment of the entire political, military,
economic, social, information, infrastructure spectrum and spot the
vulnerabilities and critical points. A
thorough understanding of the hybrid warfare and its threats suggests
that a nation-state should attempt
to create a foolproof national security architecture comprising of civil
and military threats and it requires
cooperation between both. It also
necessitates the establishment of a
joint platform where coordination
between private, public and military
institutions occur regularly and information sharing should be a central part of this platform. It will lead
to regular monitoring of the changes,
amplify the situational awareness,
and enhance the early warning and
response mechanisms. The responsibility lies on the shoulders of the
warfare threat analysts of the country who should devise scenarios of
how an adversary may tailor attacks
and intend to target the country
through conventional and non-conventional means.
As we have seen a nascent development in the regulation of social
media in 2020, there is a dire need
to promote effective media policy for
the promotion of only credible information. This will require revisiting
the prevalent electronic and social
media regulations and adopt stern
measures to avoid the proliferation
of fake news and disinformation. The
government can learn from the social
media giants like Facebook and Twitter who are employing algorithms for
countering the spread of disinformation and fake news. There is a need
for partnership between social media
companies and national electronic
and social media regulatory bodies.
Similarly, it is pertinent to understand that in a hybrid war, enemies
tend to exploit the vulnerabilities
and in case of Pakistan, a developing
nation, we have to focus on overcoming our vulnerabilities like developing our natural resources, fulfilling
the socio-economic needs of marginalized communities by fostering
inclusive development, and efficient
use of technology.
Hybrid threats are becoming an
international issue and they require
an international response as well.
To outweigh the hybrid challenges,
there is a need to replicate the aforementioned model and mechanism at
the regional and international level.
It is manifested in the history of
Pakistan that we are one of the most
resilient nations and our armed forces are the most vigilant ones. Any external threat or a bolt from the blue
cannot outdo Pakistan.

SPOTLIGHT

Future of the World Order

Awais Siddique

Assistant Editor TAT and Digital Editor
Melange Magazine

We are stepping away
from a world, which
was influenced by
the Western powers
and their material
supremacy, to a world
where the power is
distributed among
various actors

C

hange is the only constant.
The evolution of political
models and drastic shifts in
the concentration of power at
the system level is an embodiment of the changing world
orders. The evolution of empires and
civilizations into nation-states and the
inter-state globalized world is also an
incarnation of this political change and
changing world orders. In the 17th century, our world was somewhat multipolar in nature and it was not connected
and globalized as it is today. The technological revolutions occurring over
the last century no only provided us
with means to connect the world and
lessen the distances, but also resulted
in the precipitous political evolutions.
It also shifted the centres of power and
changed the world order from a bipolar
one, where the Soviet Union and the US
were leading the global polities, to an
unparalleled unipolar order led solely
by the USA as the supreme power. Similarly, with the beginning of 21st century,
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scholars argue that the global order is
again evolving and it may result in the
multipolarity, where economic, cultural,
military and technological influences of
nations will be distributed among three
or more nations. Thus, the thesis implies that we are stepping away from a
world, which is influenced by the Western powers, especially the USA and its
material supremacy, to a world where
the power is distributed among various
actors. Apart from the hard power distribution, in terms of military and economy, the emergence of multiple models
of political order backed the multipolarity thesis. Although these different political orders will contend themselves in
the marketplace of ideas in the coming
decades. However, with the passage of
time, it is becoming certain that we are
again entering into a multipolar world
and unlike the 17th century, now the
world is interconnected and supranational bodies regulate their state-of-affairs. On top of this, the emerging technologies like Artificial Intelligence and
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machine learning etc.
are heralding us into
a digital and paving
path of new world order.
The 21st century
hailed as the Asian
Century is a time
when Asian nations
are becoming the
forerunner in the
economic,
cultural and technological spheres. Parag
Khanna calls this the
“Asianization of the
Asian continent in
the 21st century”. It is
also noticeable from
the economic rise of
BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and
South Africa), where three out of five
actors belong to the Asian continent.
World Economic Forum (WEF) deems
India and China as the emerging economies who will rule the world in near future and their enormous production capability, renewed connectivity, and their
oversized population is a proof of this
conjecture. Similarly, the population of
Asia is approx. 60 per cent of the world’s
total population and if they intend to follow a common political order, it will be
a metamorphosis of the prevalent world
order into a new one. Through the same
line of reasoning, three of the top five
leading world economies Asian and in
technological expertise, five out of ten
nations are also Asian. All these statistical figures substantiate the emergence
of an Asian-led order, because the latent
power and ingredients required for establishing and sustaining a world order,
like thriving economy, military supremacy, and technological advancement etc.
are present in Asia. However, the geopolitical discord, lop-sided alliances and
varying political models of Asian actors
can be an impediment in the institution
of an Asian led world order.
To envision an Asian century and
Asia-led world order, we will examine
the constituents of world order separately. Firstly, understanding the geography of Asia is key to examine any
political development like a world order. Secondly, the nascent associations,
whether economic or political ones,
formed in the wake of regionalism or
erecting a common order are significant
to any such analysis.
As we know, Asia is the largest continent, sub-divided into six regions,
namely, South Asia, East Asia, Southeast
Asia, West Asia, Central Asia, and North
Asia. According to the modern-day political map, many countries are not part
of Asian continent but conferring many
other geographers, Asia is a composite
of the land between the Mediterranean
Sea and the Red Sea, which includes all
the landmass existing between Russia
to Turkey and Saudi Arabia, and from
Japan to the New Zealand and Australia.
Disregarding this ancient conception of
Asia and considering the modern geographical boundaries of the Asian continent, the continent is spread between
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the Arctic Ocean to the north, the Pacific Ocean to the east, the Indian Ocean
to the south, the Red Sea as well as the
inland seas of the Atlantic Ocean to the
southwest, and Europe to the west. By
zooming into these sub-regions of Asia
and looking for the powerful country, it
is palpable that China holds a significant
position followed by Japan, Russia, India, South Korea and Pakistan. However,
China remains the centre of attention to
the literature published in the last century whereas giving very little weight to
other Asian countries, hinting the importance of China.
Diving deep into the history of China, one will come to know that China
was not an underdeveloped country
neither a poor economy, but it was the
one ranked among the world’s top economies, military powers and the territorial empires in past. The apparent rise
of China as the dominant power signals
the desire of Chinese to lead the world
again and the revival of its glorious past.
It is also manifested in the statement
given by Xi Jinping in 2017, stating that,
“it is time that China guides the economic globalization”.
Furthermore, the apparent economic rise of China as the leading power and
formation of alliances with neighbouring Asian powers, for their geopolitical,
economic and military interests hints
that the Asian identity is in its remak-
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ing and will congeal
once the region will
become totally integrated and connected.
These alliances and
forums provide Asia
and especially China an opportunity to
establish an order in
the region, which can
be exported abroad.
Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, a Eurasian political, economic, and security
alliance is an epitome of these regional
alliances where four
nuclear-armed Asian
powers, namely China, Pakistan, India and Russia are members. The diplomatic regional forum
of SCO, at one end, brings the regional
powers closer and provides China and
Russia to further their vision of global multipolar order, while on the other
hand it diminishes the US dominance
and provides an alternative to the regional powers. Although the regional
body restricts itself to the joint intelligence sharing and military exercises,
the critics call this a disguise of defence
agreement culminating into military integration. Either way, SCO is an alliance
of the most advanced military powers
led by mainly China, and to which four
nuclear-armed nations are a party.
The development of new financial
institutions like Asian Infrastructural
Investment Bank by China and its mega-developmental in the region in form
of BRI and economic corridors is an indicator of China’s economic rise. Similarly, the recent economic integration
initiatives of China, namely the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP) and the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) or One Belt One Road (OBOR),
provides China with an opportunity to
become the global economic and trade
hub while also furthers the Chinese ambition to build a new world order.
The question arises that, one the
requisites of economic and military alliances are fulfilled by China specifically
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and Asia in general, how a new order
will be created and whether or not the
melting pot of cultures (Asia) will unite
under a single flag. The answer lies in
the recent history of Europe. The economic integration of diverse European
nations, which were once an archrival to
others, the states became friendly and
opened up their borders to each other and strived for collective defence. It
could be emulated in Asia as well.
The renaissance of Asian led order is
manifested in the regional connectivity
of Asia, which largely remained disconnected during the west-led globalization
process. Since the end of the cold war,
there has been a surge in the process
of reintegration in Asia and China has
been its key driver. The Asian connectivity project will bridge the gap while
also imbibing a sense of Asian identity
similar to that of European. The people
of the New Silk Road are rediscovering
each other and becoming cognizant of
their collective power as they collectively constitute of more than half of world’s
population and possess an even greater
portion of the global economy. Effortless
trading between the Asian economies is
a prerequisite for
the process of
regionalization,
which is why
China is building
these economic
platforms and engaged in the development of economic corridors
in the region. It is
an epitome of this
regional economic
integration
that three great
powers, namely China, Russia,
and Pakistan are about to trade in their
local currencies rather than using the
US greenback. Similarly, connectivity
will lead to the intermingling of different cultures, free flow of information
and inter-faith harmony, congealing
the Asian identity. This intra-regional
connectivity in Asia will overcome the
shortcomings of US-led globalization
and will connect Asian economies with
neighbouring regions like MENA and
Europe, providing a strategic advantage
to Asian powers beyond Asia.
In the longer run, China envisages
connecting the different regions and
materializing the dream of a Greater
Asia with the help of its like-minded
neighbours, Pakistan and Russia. This
trilateral alliance of three Asian nuclear
and military powers, apart from becoming the NATO of Asia, will provide the
military strength to uphold and sustain
the emerging multipolar world order. A
solvent economy, an insuperable military power and diplomatic competency were the three pre-requisites of the
establishing a new world order and this
was meticulously achieved by the Chinese rulers over the period of time by
interacting, planning and acting in a systematic and coordinated way.
The revamped alliance formation in

Asia is also a natural response to the
actions of the global hegemon USA. The
balancing policy of the US favoured India and used India as a counterweight
against China, but at the same time,
it impelled Russia to look join hands
with Pakistan and move closer to China. In times when China is extending

support to Pakistan and Russia through
economic corridors and military partnerships, it was a poor choice by Indian decision-makers to put all eggs in
the American basket. If India thought
of Japan, South Korea and Vietnam extending help on a call from the USA,
then its optimism goes pear-shaped.
Even though India was competing with
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China economically and bandwagons
the US strategy to contain Chinese rise,
but it has not foreseen the formation of
a troika of nuclear powers in the region.
As discussed above, the mega scheme
of regional integration led by China is
changing the global political economy
and it is evident that this arrangement is
not a zero-sum game, it is just a matter
of time, that India whole-heartedly joins
the Asian club.
Apart from the geopolitical alliance
formations, and economic and military
integration schemes, the future of human civilization has always been shaped
by the advancement in technology. In
terms of technical expertise and technological advancements, Asia is becoming a hub of technological innovations.
As mentioned before, that new world
order will be a digital one, backed by
the nascent technologies like 5G, Artificial intelligence and Robotics etc. and
China is a leading nation in this realm.
Massive investment from Chinese stateowned mobile operators and growing
enthusiasm from consumers and companies have all helped China maintain
its global leadership in next-generation
5G wireless networks, according to a
report published by GSMA. As we know
that the future of technology pivots on
automation and machine learning and
with the help of 5G connectivity, Chi-
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SPOTLIGHT
na is spearheading the automation of
transportation and other industries.
Moreover, the promising developments
of China in Quantum computing is another indicator that China is becoming
a forerunner in the technological realm.
In terms of technological impacts of
culture, the famous Chinese mobile applications related to finances and global trading as Ali Express and AliPay are
leading the global apps market with
their gigantic user base. Aaron Klein
documents that, “whereas America led
the global revolution in payments half
a century ago with magnetic striped
credit and debit cards, China is leading
the new revolution in digital payments,”
moving to a system based on smartphones and QR codes (two-dimensional
bar codes), in which traditional banks
play a diminished role. WeChat Pay and
Alipay, based on social media and digital
commerce platforms respectively, are
China’s primary digital payment systems. Chinese rise in the FinTech will
ultimately alter the global payment systems.
Similarly, in the last decade or so,
along with the Chinese commodification
of mobile phone, computers, and other
digital technologies, the country is also
becoming a leader in the development
of mobile applications. A recent example of this is TikTok, which according
to analysts, has the potential to reshape
the future of technology – a future in
which the culture, and the interests, of
Shanghai or Beijing, could mould the
industry more than that of San Francisco Bay. Many countries, like the USA
and India, banned Chinese mobile apps
like TikTok, Likee, Shareit, CamScanner,
BigoLive and numerous other apps, calling it a threat to national security. This
is due to the emergence of China in the
social media platforms and we know
that now a day, the social media is a significant instrument of forging narratives
and Chinese dominance in this domain
could alter the social-media status-quo.
As we know that people can speak out
now through social media and the platform is leading to more transparency in
diplomacy and political developments.
If Chinese companies continue to play
an increasingly influential role in this
realm, our online world could look very
different by 2030.
Another assessment shows that Chinese rise in the computing and software
industry is related to the country’s investments in the developing nations of
the Asiatic region because the low-income countries and social groups are
benefitting most from the Chinese developments in this particular sphere.
It is due to the affordability of Chinese
manufactured technologies and their increasing demand in the world. Analysts
also relate this development as one of
the key drivers behind the Belt and Road
Initiative.
Similarly, the automation and intelligent systems play a decisive role in
the military technologies and it is contemplated that Chinese military and defence industry have undertaken major
initiatives in research, development,
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and experimentation in autonomy and
AI-enabled weapons systems that could
threaten global security and stability,
particularly as U.S.-China rivalry intensifies. Apart from China and the US, several
nation-states are engaged in developing
advance technologies and their incorporation in military affairs, which will ultimately alter the balance of power and
will require the renewal of prevalent
confidence-building measures and restrains to curb the tech-led arms race.
This also alludes to the shift in geopolitics, globalization and global identity.
As one can observe, the problems of economic nationalism and populism, challenges to the dictatorships and democracies, a decline in the global values and
rise of xenophobia and extremism, and
on top, the looming threat of automation.
All these developments and emergence of
new realms of competition shows a shift
in the global trends and new grounds of
contestations.
A cursory glance at the prevalent geopolitics of the world shows that issues
and relationships are different now and
change us upon us, as it was never before. There is a return of the notion of old
empires and identities, and it is questionable that with this renewal of old identities, whether there will be a clash of civi-
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lizations or not. Looking at the changing
dynamic through the regional lens shows
that the Middle East is in fermentation,
the centrality of ASEAN is changing, African demography and economic trends
are shifting, and South America is again
becoming a battleground of new ideas.
A probe in the regional geopolitics furthers the idea of change in the global order, especially the dissatisfaction of the
nation-states with the prevalent liberal
order. The changing alliances across the
globe and emergence of new economic leaders like Brazil, China, India and
Russia hints towards a change in the
decision makers and the benchmarks of
power and national standing in the 21st
century. Similarly, along with the change
in global economic leadership, other factors such as technology and connectivity
are at the heart of this new contestation.
There is a clear change in the multilateralism as well where the multilateral
bodies formed after the World War-II
are weakening and now informal and
regional alliances are strengthening. The
battlegrounds also changing now and the
nations are establishing their defences in
the cyberspace and outer space. All these
developments hint towards a changing
world order or at-least a challenge to the
prevalent status-quo.

IN FOCUS

FATF Prejudice
Pakistan’s Challenges
vis-à-vis Combating Money Laundering,
Terror Financing
Syed Mushahid
Hussain

Mushaid Hussain Naqvi is the Assistant
Editor at TAT and Sub-Editor at Melange
International Magazine

FATF should review its model
about the ML/TF. No state can
bring 100% precision in their
system to completely subvert
the menace of ML/TF. The
majority of the states in particular India despite clear pieces
of evidence of Money laundering and Terror Financing went
unchecked.

T

he post-cold war era witnessed a major paradigm
shift in the global economic,
political, and security architecture. The intervening
imperatives such as technological advancement and rapid global
interconnectedness has revamped the
patterns of crimes and illicit activities.
Notably, the expansion of transnational
trading activities also created non-identical vulnerabilities for projecting illegal
businesses and money laundering. Likewise, the drastic evolution of proxy warfare across the globe also introduced the
covert financing of terrorist activities
that have drawn ambiguous configurations for transparency and surveillance
mechanisms.
This growing concern compelled the
global stakeholders to introduce a mechanism for combating the illegal flow of
money and also hold a sustainable check
on the states involved in such kind of
malpractices. Sensing the uptick of illicit money flow, G-7 states in the year
1989 established an intergovernmental
organization, The Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) agency to combat money laundering globally. Besides, it also
guides countries to bring about national
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legislative reforms in the respective domain to overcome such vulnerabilities at
the national level. The upsurge in counterterrorism and counter insurgency
broadened the sphere of FATF as well,
currently, 37-member states hold membership of FATF to date along with eight
regional associate members. The FATF
operates with two different categoriesfirst non-complying countries to the
practices of FATF usually includes the
blacklisted countries after the review of
the committee. Second, the states that
make efforts to combat terrorist financing but due to numerous constraints and
strategic deficiencies it is placed in the
grey list. As far as Pakistan is concerned,
It has been under the radar of FATF for
the past two decades and putting all of
its efforts to fulfill the unconventional
policy measures and plan of actions that
have been subtle, discriminative.
From being the frontline actor against
the war on terror to the staunch advocate of global peace and prosperity
it has contributed to the [cause] more
than any other country in the world.
Despite its resilient efforts and utmost
cooperation in the year 2018, the global watchdog, the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) placed Pakistan on the so-
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called ‘grey list’ citing its measures minimum against the money laundering and
terror financing . Although, it has taken
stringent reformative measures and
able to address 21 of the 27 action items,
nevertheless, to “avert grey list status,”
FATF urged to overcome punitive residual strategic deficiencies through
inclusive national policies aligned with
the suggested recommendations in the
given grace period till the next month. It
is pertinent to highlightthat the political
and institutional commitment has never been taken into account by the FATF
regional body by taking the final verdict
against Pakistan. Over the period, different national institutional agencies- The
NACTA, FIA FBR, State Bank of Pakistan,
and the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan has done a commendable job to ensure the enhanced
surveillance over the money laundering and terror financing activities in the
country.
NACTA has taken radical measures to
further robust counterterrorism measures through developing an integrated
strategy for addressing the plausible vulnerability of Terror Financing and Money Laundering all across the country at
the regional and provincial levels. One
of the key successes that Pakistan has
attained in its aligned principles to FATF
is the successful adoption of proscribed
UNSCR resolutions 1267/1989/1988,
and UNSCR 1373 through two drafting
two different reformative measures. Pakistan gives domestic effect to UNSCR
1267 by issuing Statutory Regulatory
Order (SROs) following an update to listings by the UN.
Despite recent improvements in implementing UNSCR 1267 without delay,
there are numerous instances where
SROs were issued several days after
changes to listing at the UN, Pakistan has
banned the proscribed 66 entities and
approximately held 7,600 individuals,
but the public list on NACTA’s website
included very limited identification information.
In the financial sector, Pakistan has
established twofold technical compliance with FATF proposals, and crucial
enhancements that required for the viable execution of preventive measures.
Most banks and economic cooperation’s
successfully apply record-keeping prerequisites and have risk-based arrangements and procedures. Banks and ECs
implement interior controls and have
AML/CFT compliance officials, screen
new staff, and have on-going training
programs and inward review capacities.
Apart from this, the current government
has been emphasizing the various reformative and constitutional reforms to
ensure the FATF protocol compliance
at its fullest. Prime Minister Imran khan
was fully determined to uproot the menace of black money and terror financing
from the country to ensure a transparent mechanism. Nevertheless, those efforts were declared insufficient by the
FATF. It can be argued that what mechanism FATF adopting to access Pakistan’s
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compliance status to the FATF protocols.
What are the probable challenges that
Pakistan facing to ensure the complete
implementation of the FATF points?
Firstly, the FATF policy framework is
idealistic that is non-compatible to the
given circumstances that vary from state
to state and regions. For instance, the
dynamics of challenges to the first world
and third world states are different in
terms of executing and implementing
the policy framework.
Secondly, the FATF is relying upon a
Utopian model, it must realize that no
state in the world can curb the money
laundering and terror financing activities completely because it is being associated with multiple aspects of the economic, social, and security impediments
rooted in the interests of social classes.
Furthermore, in recent years the Leaks,
such as FinCEN, Panama Papers, and
Russian Laundromat just highlight the
ambiguous configuration of this globally
spread network. FATF should consider
this fact too while addressing the policy
actions against Pakistan. This is a systematically widespread process with the
engagement of countless covert actors
that takes gradual, systematic policies
to address. The criteria of short-term
assignment based deadlines seemingly a coercive and myopic approach that
needs to be alternated entirely.
Thirdly, The FATF has declared the UK
AML policy model perfect in compliance
with its policy reforms. However, on the
other hand, the UK-based Royal United
Services Institute (RUSI) and The US
Department of State Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement
Affairs designated the UK as one of the
key actors in global illegal money inflow/ outflow. This creates a paradox
and it also raises grave concerns regarding the FATF policy model. Given the assertion, the UK also hasn’t been able to
curb the money laundering and terror

no policy framework in accordance to
the subjective/ international laws to
provide offshore Jurisdiction to a state
to act against the terror financing elements or the money launderers sitting
in another country. Such is the case with
Pakistan, it has successfully adopted and
implemented the regulatory measures
at the state level however the biggest
challenge that Pakistan still dealing
with the inflow of terror financing from
its adversaries. There is no sustainable
mechanism through which Pakistan can
act and proceed to overcome the vulnerabilities stymieing from the actors in the
territorial jurisdictions of other neighbor or regional states.
Fifthly, the FATF policy approach towards Pakistan is politically biased. This
prejudice is discouraging the efforts of
a state that proactively engaged in promoting the emblems of peace prosperity and a regional security environment.
For instance, there are sufficient proves
of Indian state-sponsored terrorism in
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Sri-Lanka but
the FATF agency has unable to hold its
account able. This duplicity towards Pakistan and favoring Indian deceitful acts
seemingly associated with the economic
interests of the FATF’s stakeholders associated with Delhi. Besides, the revelations by EU DisinfoLab, that exposed
a “vast network of fake media outlets,
think tanks and NGOs serving Indian
propaganda against Pakistan over the
past fifteen years went unchecked by
the FATF. Furthermore, even after the
revelation of this heinous criminal act
the FATF hardly took any notice of the
respective matter. This disparity entails
the irrational behavior of FATF that
favors the Indian interests and while
pushing hard Pakistan serves the Indian
regional interests.
Sixth, the majority of the FATF compliances are non- compatible with the
social, normative, and social structure of

financing activities completely because
of its ambiguous configurations. Therefore, expecting Pakistan to implement
100 percent of its given policies is a wild
goose chase in the dark. It has shown
considerable improvement over the period and also vows full cooperation in
the foreseeable future.
Fourthly, the FATF framework predominantly focuses on the intra-state
combating of illicit activities partnering
with ML and TF. The technological advancements, global interconnectedness
has extended the sphere of businesses
and trade. It has a very limited scope of
multi-state cooperation and also offers

Pakistan. Masses are unaware of the features that FATF declares illegal thus it’s a
systematic process that would take time
to contemplate and comprehend to the
society and the intuitions.
Lastly, the pandemic escalation across
the globe has jeopardized the endeavors
of the state across the globe. The majority of states ensued with daunting challenges. Despite such a critical environment Pakistan has successfully enabled
to plan and execute the majority of the
FATF guiding policy reforms. This uncertain economic, political, and social environment hinders the full-scale prospects
of implementation strategies.

Despite unprecedented challenges, Pakistan has successfully implemented the
FATF plan of action to curb money laundering and terror financing more swiftly than any other country in the world. FATF must acknowledge Islamabad’s
efforts and also based on its performance and proactive engagement intent
it must give concessions and exempt the grey list status. Any further coercive
move would prove fatal for the role of Pakistan in combating the regional counterinsurgency measures and it will also hamper the previous reforms taken in
compliance with the FATF Protocols.
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EDITOR’S CHOICE

The Untold Story
Of American Aid to Israel

O

n December 21, the
United States Congresspassed the COVID-19
Relief Package, as part of
a larger $2.3 trillion bill
meant to cover spending for the rest of the fiscal year.
As usual, US representatives allocated a massive sum of money for
Israel. While unemployment, thus
poverty, in the US isskyrocketing
as a result of repeated lockdowns,
the US found it essential to provide
Israel with $3.3 billion in ‘security
assistance’ and $500 million for
US-Israel missile defense cooperation.Although a meager $600 dollar
payment to help struggling American families was the subject of
Ramzy Baroud
several months of intense debate,
there was little discussion among
Ramzy Baroud is a journalist and the Editor American politicians over the large
of The Palestine Chronicle. He is the author of funds handed out to Israel, for
five books. His latest is “These Chains Will Be which there are no returns.
Support for Israel is considered a
Broken: Palestinian Stories of Struggle and
bipartisan priority and has, for deDefiance in Israeli Prisons” (Clarity Press).
cades, been perceived as the most
Dr. Baroud is a Non-resident Senior Research stable item in the US foreign policy
agenda. The mere questioning of
Fellow at the Center for Islam and Global
Affairs (CIGA) and also at the Afro-Middle East how Israel uses the funds - whether the military aid is being actively
Center (AMEC). His website iswww.ramzyba- used to sustain Israel’s illegal occuof Palestine, finance Jewish
Judging by its legacy of contin- pation
settlements, fundannexation of Palued support of the Israeli mili- estinian land or violate Palestinian
tary machine and the ongoing human rights - is a major taboo.
One of the few members of Concolonial expansion in the West
gress to demand that aid to Israel
Bank, Washington insists on
conditioned on the latter’s reserving as Israel’s main bene- be
spect for human rights is Demfactor - if not direct partner
ocratic Senator, Bernie Sanders,
- while shunning Palestinians of Vermont, who was also a leading presidential nominee for the
altogether.
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Democratic Party. “We cannot give
it carte blanche to the Israeli government … We have the right to
demand respect for human rights
and democracy”, Sanders hadsaid
in October 2019. His Democratic rival, now President-elect, Joe
Biden, soon countered: “The idea
that I’d withdraw military aid, as
others have suggested, from Israel, is bizarre,” hesaid. It is no secret
that Israel is the world’s leading recipient of US aid since World War II.
According to data provided by the
US Congressional Research Service,
Israel hasreceived $146 billion of
US taxpayers’ money as of November 2020.
From 1971 up to 2007, a bulk
of these funds proved fundamental
in helping Israel establish a strong
economic base. Since then, most
of the money has been allotted for
military purposes, including the security of Israel’s illegal Jewish settlement enterprise. Despite the US
financial crisis of 2008, American
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money continued to be channeled
to Israel, whose economy survived
the global recession, largely unscathed.
In 2016, the US promised even
more money. The Democratic
Barack Obama Administration,
which is often - although mistakenly - seen as hostile to Israel, increased US funding to Israel by a
significant margin. In a 10-year
Memorandum of Understanding,
Washington and Tel Avivreached a
deal whereby the US agreed to give
Israel $38 billion in military aid
covering the financial years 20192028. This is a whopping increase
of $8 billion compared with the
previous 10-year agreement, which
concluded at the end of 2018.The
new American funds are divided
into two categories: $33 billion in
foreign military grants and an additional $5 billion in missile defense.
American generosity has long
beenattributed to the unmatched
influence of pro-Israeli groups, lead
among them American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC). The
last four years, however, required
little lobbying by these groups, as
powerful agents within the admin-

istration itself became Israel’s top
advocates. Aside from the seemingly endless ‘political freebies’ that
the Donald Trump Administration
has given Israel in recent years, it is
nowconsidering ways to accelerate
the timetable of delivering the remainder of US funds as determined
by the last MOU, an amount that
currently stands at $26.4 billion.
According to official congressional
documents, the US “also may approve additional sales of the F-35
to Israel and accelerate the delivery
of KC-46A refueling and transport
aircraft to Israel.”
These are not all the funds and
perks that Israel receives. Much
more goes unreported, as it is chan-
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neled either indirectly or simply
promoted under the flexible title
of ‘cooperation’. For example, between 1973 and 1991, a massive
sum of $460 million of US funds
wasallocated to resettling Jews in
Israel. Many of these new immigrants are now the very Israeli militants that occupy the West Bank illegal settlements. In this particular
case, the money is paid to a private
charity known as the United Israel Appeal which, in turn, gives the
money to the Jewish Agency. The
latter has played a central role in
thefounding of Israel on top of the
ruins of Palestinian towns and villages in 1948.
Under the guise of charitable donations, tens of millions of dollars
are regularly sent to Israel in the
form of “tax-deductible gifts for
Jewish settlement in the West Bank
and East Jerusalem,” the New York
Timesreported. Much of the money,
falsely promoted as donations for
educational and religious purposes, often finds its way to funding
and purchasing housing for illegal
settlers, “as well as guard dogs,
bulletproof vests, rifle scopes and
vehicles to secure (illegal Jewish)
outposts deep in occupied (Palestinian) areas.” Quite often, US
money ends up in the Israeli government’s coffers under deceptive
pretenses. For example, the latest Stimulus Packageincludes $50
million to fund the Nita M. Lowey
Middle East Partnership for Peace
Funds, supposedly to provide investments in “people-to-people exchanges and economic cooperation
... between Israelis and Palestinians
with the goal of supporting a negotiated and sustainable two-state
solution.” Actually, such money
serves no particular purpose, since
Washington and Tel Aviv endeavor
to ensure the demise of a negotiated peace agreement and work
hand-in-hand to kill the now defunct two-state solution. The list is
endless, though most of this money
is not included in the official US aid
packages to Israel, therefore receives little scrutiny, let alone media coverage.
As of February 2019, the US haswithheld all funds to the Palestin-
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ian Authority in the West Bank, in
addition tocutting aid to the UN
Palestinian Refugees agency (UNRWA), the last lifeline of support
needed to provide basic education
and health services to millions of
Palestinian refugees.
Judging by its legacy of continued support of the Israeli military
machine and the ongoing colonial
expansion in the West Bank, Washington insists on serving as Israel’s
main benefactor - if not direct partner - while shunning Palestinians
altogether. Expecting the US to play
a constructive role in achieving a
just peace in Palestine does not
only reflect indefensible naivety
but willful ignorance as well.

ECONOMY & FINANCE

Knocking on the doors of accomplishment
CPEC- an iconic project of BRI

H

enry Ford once said, “Coming together is a beginning;
keeping together is progress; working together is
success”. Certainly, no one
can disregard the plan or
idea reaching out to success through collaboration. In 2013,China has revealed
the plan for resumption of ancient Silk
Road. It was not merely a plan but a
pragmatic start keeping in view all the
circumstances and consequences. Chinese termed this as one belt, one road
(OBOD), which further consists of two
components. One is the “silk road Economic belt” (SREB), while the other is
“Maritime silk road” (MSR). One belt one
road approach is an integrated policy to
connect China with Asia, Europe, Middle East and Africa. BRI involves over $3
trillion spending during the next several
Saima Zaman
decades on several infrastructure investments in 68 countries. The underline
Writer is the Assistant Editor ‘Mélange strategy is to modify the scenario of globInt’l Magazine’, ‘The Asian Telegraph’ & al affairs by bringing change in global dynamics along with inducing the gigantic
Project Coordinator (COPAIR); a degree development in the region as well as in
holder in communication & media sciences. the countries part of the roadmap of this
initiative. China Pakistan economic corridor is one of the icon projects under the
“CPEC is a transformation- policy framework of this one belt one
road venture. It is a flagship project unal project and a game
der the umbrella of BRI.
The project was officially
changer for Pakistan.”
launched in April 2015. During the last
Lt. Gen (retd.) Asim Saleem 5 years, a quarter of announced projects
have been completed. CPEC is perhaps
Bajwa - Chairman CPEC
the most influential project not only in
Authority
the region but echoes can also be heard
around the world. This is indeed an economically diversified project and has
immense impact due to the strategic
location. Under this project, landlocked
countries would be able to access other
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countries through sea routes. CPEC has
enormous importance for China as china
will not face any obstruction in its trade
with Africa, West or with the Middle East
countries in case of any uncertain situation within the region. On the other hand,
CPEC has many blessings for Pakistan
whether its investment opportunities or
infrastructural development. So far this
is a hefty investment ever done in Pakistan. CPEC is creating job opportunities
for people in Pakistan as it is spreading
to the entire length of the country. The
positive impact of this project is also very
much evident as it is encouraging other
investors to invest in Pakistan. While
emphasizing on the maritime Silk Road
policy framework, in order to evade further hindrances and for the smooth flow
of transportation of oil to the Middle
East countries by China, Gwadar port is
indeed heaven. It has narrowed the distance as well as has increased the trade
flow in the said regions. The strategic
location and measures which have been
taken already made Gwadar safer. This
is the reason by which CPEC has become
a crucial entity in this voyage of one belt
one road project. Gwadar is also a convergence point of both the maritime and
land belts as well as an entry point to the
Arabian Sea. The survival and functionality of China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is indispensable for linking
the central Asian countries through the
Xinjiang province of China. Furthermore,
Gwadar is the centre of gravity for all the
ongoing and proposed developmental
projects. The project holds tremendous
potential. Governments in Pakistan and
China are fully aware of the importance
of CPEC and are committed to delivering.
Prime Minister Imran Khan
on Belt and Road Forum said, “The Chi-
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na-Pakistan Economic Corridor is one of
the BRI’s major components and one of
its earliest manifestations and has made
substantial progress.”
The importance of the project
can be contemplated by evaluating the
extent and potential areas in which collaboration between the two countries
is on its way to meet the destination. As
per Pakistan’s official site for CPEC, the
potential areas includes, Transport Infrastructure, Energy Hub/flows, Logistic
Hub/flows, Trade & Commerce, Peace &
development of the region, Connectivity/Harmonization/Integration of civilizations, Diverse Investment opportunities, Industrial Cooperation, Financial
Cooperation, Agricultural Cooperation,
Tourism, Educational
linkage, Human resource development,
Health Care, People
to people contact, Increase in livelihood
opportunities and enhancing Security and
stability of the region.
Both
sides
have confirmed that
major progress has
been achieved by
starting or completing various projects
worth more than
US$25 billion of direct
investments to Pakistan. The incumbent
government in Pakistan has revamped the
project with the inclusion of a few more
sectors or initiatives in it. The new deals
include two hydropower generation
projects costing $3.9 billion in the Azad
Jammu and Kashmir, a plan of revamping the South Asian nation’s colonial-era
railways for $7.2 billion and establishment of a special economic zone (SEZ) in
Faisalabad. This decision has given new
energy to CPEC.
In 2020, there were series of
groundbreaking ceremonies and inauguration of completed projects. Every
institution in Pakistan is playing its role
and be worthy of admiration but the
CPEC Authority is playing a real part
when it comes to the successful completion of various projects. Construction of dams is an important and biggest
achievement. Dams have a huge effect on
the economy in the shape of inexpensive
electricity for households and industries,
food production and a sustainable flow
of water as per needs of different areas.
Speedy work on Special Economic Zones
(SEZs), Gwadar Port and many social development programmes as also evident
attainment. These special economic
zones have so many implications. For instance, Rashakai SEZ can generate business opportunities for the newly merged
districts of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa. It will
certainly be helpful to avert poverty and
eventually endorse peace through the
enhanced economy. The progress on
Gwadar Port and Free Economic Zone
also remained up to the mark in the past
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year. Gwadar Port has started operations and is facilitating transit trade with
Afghanistan. Gwadar Port has already

started operations and transit trade with
Afghanistan is in progress through this
particular platform. This is indeed is a
step towards regional connectivity and
beyond. Free economic zone will attract
investors; therefore, eco-tourism along
the coastal line is also in full swing.
Fortunately, Social development projects have also got fresh momentum in 2020. China has already
extended $300 million for different
programmes last year in this regard. It
is valuable to mention that $100 million
has been diverted to agriculture in order
to meet the urgent needs of the sector.
Housing and healthcare sectors have
also been offered $100 million each for
accomplishing the current needs of the
people. These offers are part of the social development program under CPEC.
CPEC Authority Chairman retired Lt
Gen AsimSaleemBajwa has recently revealed, “CPEC is a transformational project, a game-changer for Pakistan. The
environment in the region is improving
by the day, Pakistan is becoming the
centre of all the development, and peace
and prosperity are becoming visible in
our lifetime. We have to take advantage
of this.”
The second phase of CPEC
started in late 2019, which further stimulated economic enlargement with a
specific focus on industrialization, agriculture, and socio-economic development. The enhanced focus on industri-
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alization, technological advancement
and economic development has raised
the concerns for sustainable economic development. The requirement for
ecotourism has been increased with
the commencement of China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) exclusively
in northern areas of Pakistan. The Matiari-Lahore high-voltage direct current
transmission line, one of the major projects under the CPEC, is also recently
completed. Such initiatives will further
help Pakistan to overcome the issues
related to power generation and its
shortage. The benefits of the China Pakistan Economic corridor are immense.
With the commencement of all power
projects, last year along with energy
imports by energy
tunnels will augment the energy
supply security in
Pakistan. With this
supply of energy,
CPEC is anticipated
to add 2.5% into the
current GDP and its
growth to 7.5%.
China is Pakistan’s
prime
trading collaborator in imports and
exports. Therefore,
CPEC is a platform
to augment the rewarding economic
assistance between
the two countries.
The overall development under
CPEC is not limited
or confined to a few specific segments.
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
intends to offer a structural alteration
in Pakistan and the region. Once we talk
about the inclusion of local people into
the projects by providing them with an
opportunity to work and grow, it is noticed that almost 75000 jobs have been
availed by locals in the early phase of
CPEC. At present, foreign workers are
employed in the maintenance department. Moreover, almost 100 domestic
labourers are working on the managerial level in the maintenance department.
Furthermore, many vocational and
training centres are initiated at specific
site areas in order to provide free of cost
training to the local semi-skilled workforce. This initiative will help them to
learn the required skill to further flourish.
Paybacks and growth are not
just limited to the mentioned categories.
All propagandas to derail CPEC met a
great failure. The best way to avert such
propaganda is to work together more
effectively and pragmatically and no
doubt, the Governments in both countries are in quest of achieving more
success with the completion of all the
desired projects. Both sides are making
rigorous efforts to implement the projects under the umbrella of CPEC as well
as to lift the China-Pakistan all-weather
strategic cooperative partnership to a
new height.
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Melange Team

Askari Bank’s human
capital is awarded the
most outstanding value to
achieve their goal of the
first choice bank of
Pakistan.

Askari Bank was incorporated in Pakistan on October 9, 1991, as a public limited company. The bank commenced its
operations on April 1, 1992, and is principally engaged in the business of banking, as defined in the Banking Companies
Ordinance, 1962. On 21st June 2013,
Fauji Group acquired Askari Bank. The
Bank exists in the PSE (Pakistan Stock Exchange) list. Previously, it was also listed
on Islamabad, Lahore, and Karachi Stock
exchange before merging into a single
combined Stock Exchange, i.e., PSX.
Headquartered in Rawalpindi, the
bank employs over 7,279 personnel with
440 branches across the country. According to a 2016 report, the bank reports a
total of assets valued at US$5.6 billion and
a net profit of US$47 million. The Bank
has five-hundred and thirty-five branches
all over Pakistan and a wholesale unit in
Bahrain.
Since its inception, Askari Bank has
concentrated on growth through improving service quality, investment in
technology and people, utilizing its extensive branch network, which includes
Islamic and agricultural banking. When
it comes to banking, the customers rely
on the transparency, commitment, and
easiness of services provided by a bank.
Unlike other banks, Askari Bank does not
mislead their customers with extreme or
unnecessary fees and do not overcharge
them to make a profit. Askari Bank provides all these services to gratify the
needs of its customers, along with their
added focus on the incorporation of digital banking and provision of services at

the fingertips of customers through mobile banking.Other services provided by
Askari Bank are:

• Corporate and finances investment
• Customer banking, and credit
• Securities brokerage
• Trading and Sales
• Retail Banking
• Commercial Banking
• Payment and Settlement
• Agency Services
• Asset Management segments
Corporate Social Responsibility:
Giving Back To Community

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
is an integral part of the method in which
Bank does its business and is an essential
element of their strategy. The leadership
of the organization is socially conscious
and contributes to less privileged people
via several charitable associations working for society’s welfare. CSR is an integral part of the Askari Bank. According
to the organization’s website, in order to
fulfil Askari Bank’s CSR objectives, the organization attempts to promote the public interest by encouraging community
growth and development through sponsoring social service events, supporting
education, sports and environment and
also contributing in socio-cultural activities. The Bank promotes several initiatives that foster community development
and growth. Such as the Bank has started
an ‘In-House’ training project for graduated kids of their low-income workers to

Aw a r d s a n d A c h i e ve m e n t s
The Best Annual
Best Presented Annual Report, Best
Report Award for the year
Presented Annual Accounts
2012 & 2011 by ICAP and
and SAARC Anniversary
ICMP
Awards for Corporate Governance Disclosures 2011 by
South Asian Federation of
Accountants (SAFA
“The Best Consumer Banking
Award 2006” by the Consumer
Association of Pakistan – 2007

“Corporate Excellence Award” by
the Management Association of
Pakistan (MAP) – 2002,
2003 & 2004
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“Best Retail Bank in Pakistan” by
The Asian Banker

“The Best Retail Banking Award
2008” by Pakistan Guarantee Export
Corporation Ltd – 2008
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enhance their job chances. Through this
initiative, children of low-income employees can sit in a test after graduation,
and after clearing this test, they receive
paid-training and a guaranteed job. The
bank contributes to many programs and
initiatives related to relief work, cultural endeavours, health, environmental
causes, sports events, and education. A
prominent example of this contribution
is Askari Bank Green Day.

Training and Development

The workers of a bank are considered as the primary assets and principal contributors to the performance
of a bank. Askari Bank along with its
services to the customers equally focuses on the training and development
of their employees and emphasizes on
retention, motivation, and attraction of
its workers. For effective delivery of its
core values and dynamism, the Human
Resource department of Askari Bank
focuses on training and development
of their employees and provides them
with a conducive environment to ensure the timely and quality services for
their clients and customers and meet
its mission. To ensure the quality delivery of services and align them with
the vision of bank, the HR strategy is

to meet training objectives set in light
of Training Needs Assessment (TNA)
procedures and train their employees
for communication, quality service delivery, risk management, information
technology, and other banking operations. These in-house training sessions
are organized each year in the top metropolitan cities of Pakistan, such as Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi, where
the industry leaders and experts train
the workers of Askari Bank.

ASKARI BANK PARTNERS
•U Remit International Corpo
ration
•Cash Express, Dubai United
Arab Emirates
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Askari Bank Green Day: A designated day for the
plantation and creating awareness to make the Pakistan green and clean. This initiative also aligns with the
mission of Prime Minister Imran Khan Clean and Green
Pakistan. Askari Bank organizes the Green Day across
Pakistan for the last couple of years. More than 500
Askari Bank branches in 155 cities across Pakistan, participate in the plantation drive, distributes plants and
raise awareness for a greener Pakistan in their respective cities. Along with the
employees and customers of
Askari Bank, public servants
and famous dignitaries, and
general public actively participate in these campaigns.
On the occasion ofAskari
Bank Green Day Aug 26,
2020, President Mr AbidSattar said: “As a socially responsible organisation, Askari
Bank fully recognises its obligation for a better environment and cleaner greener
Pakistan and will continue to
actively pursue and support
this national cause”.
•NEC Money Transfer, United
Kingdom
•Western Union

•Rans-Fast Remittance LLC
•InstaremPte Limited

The banking industry has been
completely crossed over by technology. The retail banking is transforming
globally and Askari Bank is a leader of
this digital transformation in Pakistan.
The recent example of Askari Bank’s
digital transformation and automation
is their partnership with Finastra for
powering trade finance.
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To enhance strategic and business
cooperation, anMoU was signed between Askari Bank Limited and Huawei
Technologies, on 20th November 2019
at Huawei’s Headquarters in Shenzhen,
China, between the two organizations.
Askari Bank also introduced Pakistan’s
first EMV & NFC enabled UnionPay
Debit Card, which provides enhanced
security with and the convenience for
the debit card users domestically as
well as internationally in more than
162 countries over millions of ATMs.
Similarly, the leading financial institution of Pakistan has collaborated with
Pakistan International Airline (PIA) to
launch a co-brand credit card, and with
Bookme E-Tickets to offer convenient
e-ticketing service to facilitate the consumers with their dynamic services.
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Minerals
Exploration
&
Development

Organization

Hadi Bandial

Writer is the CEO of Mélange IT
Solutions & The Asian Telegraph,
an expert on Political Economy, &
Director of Bandial Group

Mineral Exploration &
Development Organization
(MEDO) has embarked on
a journey to explore and
mine precious metals and
stones that are scattered
nationwide.

P

akistan is considered as one
of the most fertile lands in the
world when it comes to its natural resources, which stretches
from the mountains in North,
starting from Gilgit, to the
southern province of Baluchistan that follows a path along the western border. The
country is endowed with extensive natural resources, especially minerals from
tectonic metal and sedimentary basin.
Pakistan possesses two rich metallogenic
zones, famously known as Chagai-Raskoh
and the Indus Suture areas. Other indigenous minerals found in the country include chromite, coal, marble, limestone,
barytes, quartzite and iron ore, that are
currently being exported but not to an optimum level.
Under the umbrella of Frontier Works
Organization (FWO), the Mineral Exploration and Development Organization
(MEDO) was established in December
2015, which acts as an engine for the development and exploitation of the huge mineral potential of the country. Along with
this, MEDO also aims to support the large
scale mineral development infra-structure
and introduce legal mechanical mining in
mineral sector of Pakistan.
Pakistan is fortunate to have a geological edge when it comes to its natural resources. The country has a vast collection
of minerals deposits scattered all over the
nation i.e. Gemstone, copper, gold, zinc,
coal and other rare metals.
However, despite such a vibrant number
of resources, the contribution it makes to
the country’s GDP is merely 0.5 % which
accounts to only 0.1 % of export that stood
around 0.5 Billion USD in 2017.
This has been mainly due to the many
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factors that led to such a situation. Firstly, there is a lack of budget and financial
planning for the mining and manufacturing sectors by the past governments and
lack of security for the foreign investors
or their investments. Secondly, the country lacks the modern skill, latest expertise,
equipment or developed infrastructure
to cater to such explorations. Moreover, a
large portion of the mining in Pakistan is
done illegally. To add to the situation the
raw material which is exported in its unfinished form results in minimum profits
that do not benefit either the state or its
people. The same minerals are processed
and then refined in developed countries
that are further exported for bigger profit margins as finished goods. Finally, the
most prominent reason for this stalemate
is due to the prevailing corruption in the
country’s administration where national interest is overlooked by the personal
gains of a few individuals. These are the
few main reasons why Pakistan has not
been effective when it comes to utilizing its
natural resources and therefore requires
prompt action by all institutions at the
national level to collaborate and devise an
organization that focuses not only on the
development of minerals resources but to
educate and facilitate explorations in order to safeguard the country’s interests.
According to Pakistan Central Mines
Labor Federation, between 100 and 200
labourers die every year in coal mine accidents. There are on-the-job risks of mining
that include accidents like cave-ins, floods,
gas explosions, chemical leakage to name
a few. State intervention is direly needed
to protect the miners. Hence safety hazard
is another inhibitor of the development of
this industry.
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The Reko Diq mine has now become
a test case for Pakistan’s ability to attract
serious foreign investment to Pakistan
as it struggles to stave off an economic
crisis that has forced it to seek an International Monetary Fund bailout. Ten
current and former provincial and federal government officials and mining
sources familiar with the project in the
Baluchistan region say the military has
become the most important voice on
the future of RekoDiq, which it sees as
a strategic national asset.With the rising issues faced by
the mining sectors
that diminished its
development
and
growth, a prominent
institution, known
as ‘Frontier Works
Organization’ (FWO)
rose to the occasion
and established Mineral Exploration and
Development Organization
(MEDO).
FWO is a military
engineering organization established in
1966 and it acts as
the backbone of science and technology
of Pakistan Army.
FWO has developed
into a strategic organization with the tremendous capability to deliver projects of
national significance. In addition to numerous Hydel and mining projects, construction of Karakoram Highway, Central
Trade Corridor through Waziristan to
Afghanistan, Coastal Highway and now
over 1000 Kms CPEC Roads are some of
their signature projects.
MEDO is a subsidiary of FWO, established to institutionalize the mining sector by providing it with a legal mechanism to perform effectively and further
enhance the development and exploit its
huge mineral diversity. Under FWO and
MEDO two pilot projects were launched,
one in the North Waziristan (FATA region) and other is a Granite Mining project, which is located at Nagarparkar in
Sindh that is now operational. These two
initiatives have been the flagship projects which the organization undertook.
Furthermore, MEDO is currently facilitating large scale mineral development
of infrastructure to strengthen the economy.
Mineral Exploration & Development
Organization (MEDO) has embarked on
a journey to explore and mine precious
metals and stones that are scattered
nationwide. The main aim is to indigenize while adding value to the process,
which will contribute to the welfare of
its people. Similarly, MEDO is currently
working on Geological and Geophysical
(G&G) exploration of Base Metals that
is spread across three locations of Gilgit Baltistan i.e. Nazbar (20 Square Km)
District Ghizer, Chillim (13 Square Km)
District Astore, and Bunji (20 Square
Km) District Gilgit.The establishment of
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MEDO has assisted many organization
linked to mineral exploration and development in order to mobilize their assets
and potentials. Thus, MEDO established
its first Headquarters Frontier Works
Organization (HQ FWO) that are assisted by the Provincial Corps and Frontier
Corps (FC) to provide security for the establishment and provides growth of the
organization.MEDO carries out important assessments regarding the technical
and financial aspects while looking after
the acquisition process as well for future

Pakistan’s exports which can resonate in
the growth of its GDP. The organization is
also in the process of adopting, latest exploration and evaluation techniques for
exploration and exploitation of mineral
deposits while using modern techniques
of mining procedures including the usage of latest processing techniques and
equipping better refining facilities.
Most importantly MEDO has developed state of the art research and development facilities and laboratories for the
mining sector that could be useful in ac-

potential projects.
The institute is
responsible
for
providing a platform to provincial
clients that cater
finalization
of
concession agreements
among
provinces in the
country.
MEDO
will also lead the
mineral exploration that can support
large-scale mineral development infrastructure in Pakistan under the umbrella
of FWO. Therefore, two separate SVPC’s
have been raised by the name of Degan
Exploration Works (Pvt) Ltd and Karakoram Exploration and Mining (Pvt)
Ltd that would facilitate greatly to the
mining sectors. Presently MEDO is involved Identification of new mineral resources that can be added to its lists of

quiring the in-depth knowledge of such
expeditions. Furthermore, the organization has made arrangements of requisite
funding from various foreign and national sources, such as foreign training institutes for the training and development
of its human resource working in the
mining sector.All these initiatives have
created job opportunities for the general
public that led to the improvement of social conditions of the local communities.
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Connectivity Through Train

Routes
to
Turkey
and
Central
Asia

H

istory tells us that Silk
Routes remained the main
platform for connectivity
between Central Asia and
South. There were manyreasons behind this connectivity whether it was for trade or military
expeditions. All such activities were done
through this region. It is also pertinent to
mention that many emperors and invadersentered south Asia previously known
as Hindustan either from Afghanistan orcentral Asia. Therefore after the disintegration of Soviet Union, independent cenSaima Zaman
tral Asian states emerged. This created an
opportunity for Pakistan to get connected
Writer is the Assistant Editor ‘Mélange to these central Asian states but unfortuint’l Magazine’, ‘The Asian Telegraph’ & nately due to several domestic and interProject Coordinator (COPAIR); a degree national reasons, Pakistan couldn’t formulate a policy for this particular region.
holder in communication & media sciences.
Fortunately after the revival of OBOR
and consequently emergence of CPEC,
Pakistan got an opportunity to become
the center for South Asia-Central Asia
connectivity. It is an opportunity to revive
centuries old socio-cultural, political and
economic relations. Currently Pakistan
and Afghanistan are actually the centers
of commercial land routes that further
connect China to modern day Central
Asian states, west, and Iran as well as
Arab world. It is also a middle point toconnectsouth to West and Central Asia.
Since Central Asia is the main point or
center of one belt one road initiative.
Center Asia connects Asia with Europe
through Iran-Turkey and Russia. Similar-

Connectivity through
railway network, with
inclusion of all the key
countries of the region, will certainly be
fruitful for all
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ly CPEC not only connects China to the
Middle East and Africa but Gwadar port
is providing an opportunity as a shortest
maritime route for china. CPEC is also an
opportunity for central Asian countries as
a bridge to reach international markets.
Therefore better transportation and logistics is highly mandatory in order to increase trade competence. Epitome of all it
is a platform of regional and international
cooperation which further can enhance
economic growth while contributing
trade diversifications.
The current trade volume between
Pakistan and central Asian republics is
not up to the mark as it should have been.
The estimated GDP of central Asian states
is around $251 billion.Trade volume between Pakistan and Kazakhstan is estimated around $33 million per annum.
Uzbekistan which is indeed the largest
market of Central Asian states, the bilateral trade between Pakistan and Uzbekistanwas not enough in 2019 and estimated around more than $122 million. In
2018, the volume was estimated at $98
million while in 2017 it was just $36.6
million. Both the countries have immense
potential to augment the bilateral trade
up to $1 billion in next 5-6 years. On the
other hand the trade relations between
Pakistan and Tajikistan are very much
positive. Trade volume between the two
countries has augmented from only $ 18
million in 1998 to $ 89 million in 2015.
Due to its close nearness and connections
through land Chinese trade with center
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Asian countries has increased from
$ 460 million in 1992 to $ 50 billion and
it is believed that this trade volume can
be double through one belt and one road
initiative.
Railway routes for all such connections are an essential component of
CPEC. Recently Pakistan has signed a
joint appeal letter seeking a $4.8 billion
loan from international financial institutions in order to construct a Trans-Afghan
railway line project with Uzbekistan and
Afghanistan.
This railway line would link Pakistan and Uzbekistan through Afghanistan
and further to the Central Asian countries. Prime Minister Imran Khan signed
the letter on behalf of Pakistan for this
mega project. Pakistan and Uzbekistan
also agreed to jointly work on the Mazar-e-Sharif–Kabul–Peshawar Trans-Afghan railway line project. Pakistan has
shown gratitude to Uzbek Government to
show interest and support with regards
to financing for the project by signing
the joint appeal letter addressing to the
heads of different international financial
institutions. The 573-km long railway
track could make Pakistan the economic
and trade hub for the Central Asian Re-

publics.
Once ready, this train route will enhance transit trade between Pakistan and
Central Asia. It will also augment Pakistan’s internal railways infrastructure. On
the other hand Turkey, Iran and Pakistan
are also interested to revive a transnational rail service linking Istanbul, Tehran and Islamabad. This transnational
railroad can further improve connectivity with China’s Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) by providing a rail connection between China and Turkey. The anticipated
route stretches 6,540 km which is more
than a sixth of the world’s circumference
with almost 1,950 km of track in Turkey,
2,600 km in Iran, and another 1,990 km
in Pakistan. By using this route the journey from Istanbul to Islamabad will take
ten days otherwise by using the sea route
it takes 21 days by to reach Pakistan form
Turkey. The Istanbul-Tehran-Islamabad
(ITI) cargo train has an utmost capacity
of twenty 40-feet containers. It is pertinent to mention that transporting goods
from European countries to Pakistan via
seaway takes almost 45 days.
China Pakistan Economic Corridor
is certainly the project of the future, with
an opportunity for various countries in
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South Asia and Central Asia. The expression ongoal has been phenomenal. In the
near future, all routes particularly the
railway routes for entrée to and frommarkets of China will play an important
role to augment financial horizons of all
stake holders. It is also expected that the
projects like TAPI and CASA are likely to
require a ride through. This 2700 kilometers long road and economic belt is a
flagship of China’s One Belt One Road initiative.
Originating at Gwadar port on the
Western flank of Pakistan and strategi-

cally situated on the Arabian Sea. Further
more, it links China’s Western region at
Kashgar. It also crosses the Historical
Grand Trunk Road. This road was constructed by the Muslim emperor of India,
Sher Shah Suri at quite a few locations
providing the linkages to the famed Khyber Pass on the Hindu Kush mountains
range of Afghanistan.
It is also pertinent to mention that China is not merely the second major trade
partner of Pakistan but also a prominent
investor in sectors like telecommunications, energy, ports as well as infrastructure. Further more in order to encourage
mutual trade, Chinese government along
with private sectors has confirmed a
larger amount to be invested in energy
and other key sectors as FDI (foreign direct investment) in Pakistan. Therefore
it is essential to have a proper means of
transportation for trade purpose and
further reaching becoming a source for
others to ease trade relations. This is the
reason that CPEC has made Pakistan first
transfer hub of world’s leading economy
amongst all South Asian countries.
Initially there were many political or
security barriers to execute this project
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even still enemy wants to derail the project but both countries are committed to
continue working together. Pakistan will
have improved trade relations via using
the trade routes and eventfully will be
able to overcome difficulties’ in different
sectors. By using the train routes leading to various central Asian countries,
Turkey or Afghanistan the movement of
goods and services will become easy and
manageable on lower cost. This is also an
opportunity to convert rivals into stake
holders that further can safeguard steadiness and peace in the Central and South
Asian regions. Consequently, Pakistan’s
economy will be in a better shape as compared with the contemporary trends.
Once Pakistan will be connected with
the hub of natural resources Tajikistanhaving a population of 7.5 million and an
area of 143,100 km through train routes
or highwaystrade volume and connectivity with other central Asian countries
will be improved, as Tajikistan shares
borders with China, Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan. The Wakhan
Corridor divides it from Pakistan in the
area of Afghanistan. With the growth of
CPEC, Pakistan through Gilgit-Baltistan
will have entrée to Tajikistan as well. As
a result, Gilgit-Baltistan will link Central
Asia and China in order to achieve a successful geo-economic future for Pakistan.
It is imperative to focus on transportation
related projects for further implementation of all the projects. The transportation
project is aimed to import and export
from Pakistan to China and from China to
other key regions.
The Central Asian countries are potential partners for Pakistan and China, with
enormous possibilities for regional collaboration and mutual economic benefits.
The plan of connecting with China and
Central Asian countries will assist commercially feasible transportation of goods
from China and Central Asian States to
the port city. It will also boost trade and
tourism industry in the country. Central
Asian states are rich in energy reserves
and hydrocarbons which is imperative
to accomplish energy demand for Pakistan. Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan have ample gas reserves. Kazakhstan is rich in oil production whereas Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan are rich in
hydro-electricity. In short all the Central
Asian Republics can offer benefits and in
order to get something out of it transport
infrastructure is very imperative.
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I s l a m a b a d Fo r e i g n Wo m e n
A s s o c i a t i o n ( I F WA ) : E m p owe r i n g
t h e Pa k i s t a n i Wo m e n

Sobia Khursheed

The author is lecturer of International
Relations in NDU Islamabad and accomplished various sustainable development
projects

IFWA is committed to
support underprivileged women and their
children; we want to
strengthen girls by education - IFWA President Mrs.
Ursula Keller

F

oreign women living in Islamabad established IFWA
in 1995. It is a non-political,
non-profit charitable organization working on various
social programs in Pakistan. It
was formed by diplomat’s spouses stationed in Pakistan to give medical and
educational support to underprivileged
women and children.
Under the umbrella of IFWA, several
organizations and institutions are working for social causes, such as advocating
for women rights, promoting legal and
policy reforms and alleviating the status
of marginalized women across Pakistan.
The civil society of Pakistan has taken a
number of courageous initiatives, established non-governmental organizations,
and remained involved in proactive activism for women empowerment and
prevention of violence against women
over the period. Among them, Islamabad
Foreign Women’s Association (IFWA) has
made some remarkable achievements
in raising awareness of women’s rights
across Pakistan.
The objective of IFWA is to promote
a better understanding of the social, cultural and economic life of Pakistan. In this
lieu, IFWA organizes different programs
including exhibitions, cultural shows, and
social meetings to promote intracultural harmony and raising awareness and
charities for social up-gradation of underprivileged children and marginalized
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section of society. IFWA also aims to play
an effective role in the social welfare activities and to raise funds for charitable
purposes by arranging an Annual Fair
and other programs. Since its formation,
IFWA has expanded its framework and
targeted many areas for social work that
includes:
•Establishing welfare schools to educate
children from unprivileged families.
•Create awareness among masses for
gender equality and women empowerment.
•Awareness of female health issues especially targeting on breast cancer awareness.
•Worked on the uneven distribution of
information and communication in the
society by reducing the digital divide
through various training and development courses.
•Organize various Information Technology program and language learning courses
•Raise awareness among masses on drug
addiction.
•Working in health care sectors and collaborating with different hospitals.
•Providing financial assistance to orphanages.
Women empowerment in the political, social, cultural and economic sphere
is essential for the achievement of sustainable development of a country. Women across the globe are fighting for their
equal power relations to attain fulfilling
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IFWA is very active in raising awareness on women empowerment through social services and it
has taken multiple initiatives and conducted various social gatherings with the involvement of
women dignitaries from various embassies in Pakistan.
and healthy lives that operate from their
most personal to public life. Changing
socio-political norms in society is an
arduous task and requires considerable
actions that will help improve women’s
access to secure livelihood and economic resources, overcome barriers to their
participation in public life, alleviate their
housework responsibilities and raise
awareness through effective means of
education, mass communication and organizing different social events.
The status of women in Pakistan
varies across different classes, regions,
ethnicities, rural, urban divisions due to
unequal distribution of socio-economic resources and impact of societal and
feudal norms on lives of women across
Pakistan. However, as all other women
living across the globe, the women of
Pakistan are also subject to discrimination due to structural constraints of the
society.
Like all other developing nations, focus on human development in Pakistan
is below par and it presents a bleaker
picture in case of women. The gender
parity ad educational status of women
is one of the lowest in the world. IFWA
helps in providing a limited number of
scholarships to women of Pakistan.
Annual charity Bazar is one of the
most notable events organized by IFWA
under the cultural diplomacy initiative.
Recently, in Nov-2020 IFWA Charity Bazar was organized, marking the silver jubilee of IFWA. It drew large attention of
people from all walks of life. The Bazar
provided more than a hundred entrepreneurs and stallholders with an opportunity to display their talent to the citizens
of Islamabad. Along with the cuisines of
different countries, the cultural performances entertained different diplomatic
missions. Asian, Continental and Central
Asian cuisines along with their handicrafts drew larger attention of people.
The Indonesian, Japanese and Maldives’s
stalls also remained centre of attention
for visitors. Thai, British, Austria and
Hungarian stalls were also able to attract
larger crowds to the traditional delicacies of their respective country. T
The very aim of the Bazar was to
raise funds for underprivileged and differently-abled children. The event presented an amalgamation of different
cultures and targeted to promote and
create awareness on Pakistani culture. A
number of stalls were also put comprising local and traditional jewellery, souvenirs, handicrafts and home decoration
items. The purpose of setting up these
stalls was to raise funds for donation to
a private school established by IFWA for
unprivileged children. The event was
noteworthy as dignitaries from different
embassies operating in Pakistan.
The beneficiaries of 25th IFWA Bazar were Al-Firdous Welfare Association
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(AFWA) and Sunbeam School System.
Sunbeam School System, a financially sustainable chain of school set up in
different villages to educate the unprivileged children, became the beneficiary of
25th IFWA Bazar charities which will be
used to educate the children from poor
families but it also provides staff for other such initiatives. Al-Firdous School in
Barakahu Islamabad is a philanthropic
foundation set up by Miss Janat-ul-Firdous in the year 2012, which provides
free education to the needy and poor
children in the surrounding areas. The
participants lauded the efforts of IFWA

IFWA has successfully
contributed to various dimensions of social life to
uplift the status of
women and underprivileged children in Pakistan
by mainly focusing oneducation, health, media and
social awareness. IFWA
activities include curating
international conferences,
facilitating delegations and
visits for foreign guests.

and showed their confidence about the
future prospectus of IFWA helping the
underprivileged children.
Zubaan” training is another initiative
taken in collaboration with IFWA for the
teaching of Urdu as a foreign language
to diplomats and their staff. Zubaan provides services in business and communication training, intercultural courses and
workshops, translation and interpretations and development. The initiative
has expanded with providing services to
ex-pats in Pakistan and abroad.
Another cultural diplomacy initiative
was launched by the wives of 50 foreign
envoys in Islamabad titled “Culinary Di-
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plomacy: Sharing Recipes, Building
Bridges,” a joint cookbook comprising
of 143 recipes from 50 different countries. A number of diplomats stationed
in Islamabad graced the event and
stressed on closer ties with Pakistan.
The event also featured live cooking
and a feast of international cuisine
prepared from the recipes in the book.
First Lady, SaminaAlvi signed few copies of the book that were actioned and
revenue generated was donated for
charity purpose.
IFWA has successfully conducted
different events to raise awareness on
women empowerment and promotion
of culture and local Pakistani cuisine. It
is the higher time to shrug off this immature notion and belief that women
have not the potential to bring a positive and notable change in any country.
IFWA is a leading example and a successful venture set by foreign women
living in Islamabad and how they along
with local partners are bringing a positive change in the society of Pakistan.
There is a greater need to realize that
women are equal participants in the
development process and no state can
progress without the contribution of
women.
Indeed IFWA has organized a number of outstanding social events and
represent Pakistani culture as an act of
nation branding and cultural diplomacy along with charity and fundraising
for the assistance of unprivileged families. Such initiatives and cross-cultural
harmony are much needed for the state
of Pakistan. Although IFWA has made
remarkable efforts in women empowerment and nation branding yet there
is a lot more to do as women in Pakistan face many problems that include
gender inequality, patriarchy, rape,
forced marriages, female child infanticide, socio-cultural pressure, access to
basic education and lack of economic
activity etc.
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Bolstering Afghan-Pakistan
Bilateral Ties
Syed Mushahid
Hussain Naqvi
Mushaid Hussain Naqvi is the Assistant
Editor at TAT and Sub-Editor at Melange
International Magazine

P

akistan and Afghanistan bilateral ties are emboldened by the
ideological assimilations, cultural affinity, and geographical
proximities. However, the post 9/11 era witnessed subtleness
between two states due to various intervening impediments.
This particular resentment was subverted by Pakistan’s efficient
diplomatic efforts Vis-a- Vis peace and prosperity of Afghanistan. Despite
the numerous constraints in the year 2020, Pakistan attained a resounding
diplomatic triumph through paving the path for the peaceful solution
of the protected Afghanistan crisis that has been laden with violence,
embroiling turmoil, and allying social, economic structure for the past
two decades. Pakistan has managed to bring all the contending parties
[Taliban], Afghanistan government, US, NATO allies, and other parties
on the negotiation table to sign a peace accord followed by the crucial
deliberations of the on-going inter-Afghan dialogue process between
the key stakeholders of the country. This agreement defined a trajectory
furbishing the new course of diplomatic dynamics in foreseeable future.
Now both states looking forward to healing the wounded scars of history,
clearing misperception and hurdles. Notwithstanding the uncertainty of
the past, the resounding success of the Afghan peace process allowed
two neighbors to further explore the avenues of plausible cooperation,
and define a new trajectory of bilateral engagement. In the account of
this, The Afghan delegation led by Mr. Nisar Ahmed Ghoryani recently
made a five-day visit to Pakistan for the 8th meeting of the AfghanistanPakistan Transit Trade Coordination Authority (APTTCA). During the
visit, the Afghanistan delegation met the Prime Minister of Pakistan,
and both sides’ vows to further deepen their economic ties through
broadening the sphere of trade activities. From an economic perspective,
the volume of bilateral trade between the two countries was once worth
over $5 billion, but due to security constraints over the years, it reduced
to $1 billion. Prime Minister Imran Khan’s during his visit to Afghanistan
in the previous month specifically highlighted the exigencies of trading
partnerships and also signed the agreement on “Electronic Data
Interchange of Transit Trade” to restructure bilateral trade.
It is pertinent to highlight that Pakistan has accommodated the
world’s largest refugees during the raged war in the country for decades.
According to the UNHCR report, approximately 1.4 million refugees
were hosted by Pakistan, however, in recent years half of the numbers
repatriated to their homeland. Pakistan has also initiated a process of
legalization the immigrants due to their longstanding nexus with Pakistan. Over the years, Pakistan has been one of the major states that have
been playing a significant role in the rehabilitation of the country. As far
as infrastructure is concerned, Pakistan has constructed a 75km Jalalabad Turnham highway with 15 different bridges as well to ensure the
smooth commute and trade between the two neighbors. It has also assisted in uplifting the communication and energy system of the country.
Various projects are underway in Afghanistan that have been sponsored
by Pakistan purely on humanitarian grounds. One of the key aspects that
Pakistan has specifically trying to improve is the education and literacy
of Afghanistan. Despite, minimum education resources, it has initiated
projects such as Rahman Baba School and Hostel in Kabul, Allama Iqbal
Faculty of Arts in Kabul University, Sir Syed Science Block in Nangarhar
University, Liaqat Ali khan Engineering Block in Balkh University respectively.
Besides, more than 3000 fully-funded scholarships are also being
provided to the Afghan students in different educational institutes of the
country. Pakistan is cognizant of the healthcare exigencies of war-torn
Afghanistan. It has established 200 beds hospital in Kabul, 80 bed Kidney center in Jalalabad, a 100 bed Neb, Aminulah Logar Hospital. Despite
such significant efforts, the adversaries have most often deceitfully portrayed the dismal picture of Islamabad’s efforts of peace, rehabilitation,
and reconciliation of Afghanistan. Therefore, Pakistan should establish a
new mechanism to overcome the growing resentments between the two
states inculcated by India. A peaceful, stable Afghanistan hampers the
Indian regional interests as it loses the options of proxy warfare against
Pakistan from Afghan soil. Both Kabul and Islamabad need to further diversify their cooperation and it should transcend further from a security
collaboration into multi-spheres of economic, social, and political partnership for the welfare of the Afghan people and also further consolidation of deep-rooted historic ties that seek preferential treatment.
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A Born
Visionary

T

Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid
Al Maktoum

here are not many people in
the world who are equally
successful in every venture
of their life. It becomes more
complicated for a person who
is managing the state’s affair to be very
proactive when it comes to arts or literature. This could probably be a myth
that an adherent of economic affairs
can’t be an aficionado of poetry. Yes,
certainly a myth, a proven one when
we turn our thoughts right towards Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, vice
president and Prime minister of United
Arab Emirates and ruler of Dubai. The
progress of Dubai is something no one
can be dubious about. January 4, 2021
marked the 15 years since he became
the Ruler of Dubai. “Most people talk;
we do things. They plan; we achieve.
They hesitate; we move ahead. We are
living proof that when human beings
have the courage and commitment to
transform a dream into reality, there
is nothing that can stop them”, no one
else but Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
could come up with such deep thoughts
with pragmatism. He was born in 1949
in an al bufalasah section of the BaniYas
tribe. He acquired his education from
prestigious institutes and eventually

passed out with sword of honor from
Mons Officer Cadet School. Later he also
travelled to Italy for training being a
pilot. Soon after his return to Dubai he
took charge of Dubai police force and
Dubai defence force. During his military
career he faced many difficult situations
but calmly and intelligently handled every turbulent situation coming his way.
His career being an entrepreneur also
brought immense success and popularity for him. his voyage of triumph is still
on its way.
He is the one whose personal success
actually upsurge the collective success
and development of his people and indeed the whole region. The success
story of Dubai is incomplete without
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Mak-
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toum. Whether it’s the establishment of
Emirates Airlines, inauguration of Burj
Al Arab or Jumeirah beach or even the
opening of Burj Khalifa in 2010, Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid has turned all
the ventures into veracity. The establishment of Dubai internet city and
Dubai media city were also his initiatives. The true and tangible foundation
for additional success has actually been
laid by sheikh Rashid. He launched the
UAE vision 2021 back in 2010. The passion behind this vision is to make Dubai
as one of the best countries in the world.
He has taken the responsibility of progress and development of Dubai to the
extent where it turns to be the global
city with reference to the progression
whether infrastructural or financial.
Dubai Metro is one of the major projects
planned in 2005 when Sheikh Mohammed was Crown Prince of Dubai which
later executed in 2009. It is the world’s
longest driverless train. The train so far
carried more than a billion riders and
lessened traffic overcrowding. This can
also said to be an environmental-friendly public transport system. Sheikh Mohammed also uses to support plentiful
philanthropic initiatives. He is founder
of many organisations to engage in ef-
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forts to carry humanitarian aid. All these
philanthropic activities are conducted
through Mohammed
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum
Humanitarian & Charity Est, Mohammed Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum Global
Initiatives, and several
many others. In 2003 he
established International Humanitarian City,
which is a global logistics hub for emergency
and humanitarian aid and
relief.
His is also emphasizing on education and sports related initiatives. UAE Water Aid (Suqia),
Noor Dubai and Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Sports and Fitness Programme are his health
care initiatives. Mohammed Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum Knowledge
Foundation, Mohammed Bin
Rashid School of Government
and Dubai Cares among many
others are engaged to provide
education to the people of Dubai.

His love for sports is also very
much evident. In October 2013,
he initiated the strategic plan for
developing the Islamic economy
sector. This plan based on seven
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most
important pillars
and 46 initiatives. These
comprise of developing Dubai as
a global reference and economic
engine of Islamic finance. Over
the last two decades, Dubai has
emerged as a global hub for travel
and tourism. A great Philanthropist and more than this a great
human being he is, but the most
amazing part of his personality is
his intellect which is matchless.
His love for his culture and ethos
further helped him to give words
to his thoughts. Nabati poetry or
the people’s poetry is the portrayal of the life of Arabian Peninsula.
This form of poetry holds different genres like society, riddles,
satire, exaltation, pride and many
other poetic expressions. When
we read the poetry of Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid we find
a very unique amalgamation of
emotion and pragmatism altogether. There is love and warmth,
vision and success, love for the
holy prophet (PBUM) and Islam
and much more. The selection of
words seems to be so palpable
that it touches your heart and
soul, indeed the true and rare
depiction of the feelings. Once
we have a look of the DIWAN our
eyes certainly captures one of the
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beautiful poems by
sheikh Rashid. The title
of the poem is “I Hear the Echo
of Your voice”. Feelings actually
develop when you take a commute and read it verse by verse.
Recently on completing 15 years
being ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed wrote: “15 years in the
Government of UAE: Brothers
and sisters, the people of the UAE,
fifteen years ago, I was appointed
to head the federal government.
I took an oath before our President and before you all to be loyal
to the UAE, to preserve its union,
safeguard its interests, respect its
constitution and look after the
needs of our people. You were all
witnesses to that moment, and
God was a witness to this oath.
God knows that we did our best,
that we devoted all of our government resources towards serving our people and that we did
not favor anyone at the expense
of the interests of our country”.
Under the supervision of Sheikh
Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Dubai is growing rapidly.
His fifteen years being the ruler
of Dubai are epitome of struggle
and success.
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Joe
Biden
46th

President of
the United
States of

America

A

fter a half-century of political
struggle, Joseph Robinette
Biden, once the youngest
senator became the 46th and
oldest President of the US.
Third time lucky is an apt phrase for
Joe Biden because he ran for the Presidential elections twice before 2020. The
first one was in 1987 when he dropped
out of primaries, and his second Presidential bid was in 2007 when he failed
to gather majority votes in Iowa Caucus and his campaign was shadowed by
the Clinton and Obama. While several
months later, he was chosen as the running mate by Barack Obama due to his
deep-rooted ties with the working-class
voters of swing states. Being the running
mate of Barack Obama in 2008 Presidential race, he defeated the Republican
candidate John McCain and Sarah Palin

and swore as the 47th Vice President
of the US. He served as the Vice President for two terms and played a crucial
role in the Obama administration especially by advising the President on policies related to Afghanistan, Iraq, and
Russia. His accomplishments as the VP
was concluding the New Strategic Arms
Reduction Treaty between the United
States and the Russian Federation, and
achieving a bipartisan agreement on tax
increases and spending cuts to avoid the
fiscal cliff crisis.

Obama called
Biden, “the lion
of American History,” and “best
Vice-President of
the Americas”
Early Political Career

50 years ago, Joe Biden kicked off his
political career in the 1970s running for
the office of New Castle County Council
and defeated the Republican candidate
Lawrence T. Messick. After serving two
years as a council member, Biden was
encouraged enough to run for the US
Senate against the then famous Republican Senator J. Caleb Boggs, and after
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a tight race and family supported election campaign; he turned out to be the
fifth-youngest US Senator in the history
of America. From 1972 to 2008, Biden
continuously served as a distinguished
US Senator and during this period, he
remained part of several high-level
committees like Chairman on Foreign
Relations and Chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee. He was respected
for his shrewd insight on the foreign
policy and worked on agendas like advocating for strategic arms limitation
with the Soviet Union, promoting peace
and stability in the Balkans, expanding
NATO to include former Soviet-bloc nations, opposing the First Gulf War and
troops surge in Iraq war, along with his
advocacy for ending the genocide in
Darfur. His accomplishments as a Senator also include sponsoring the Violent
Crime Control and Law Enforcement
Act to add 100,000 police officers and
increase sentences for a host of crimes.
During his second term as VP, Biden
became a leading figure in the national
gun debate and provided recommendations for reducing the gun violence.

Climate Action: In 1986, long
before climate change gained traction
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especially at the community college level.

Migrants: Unlike his predecessor Donald Trump, Joe Biden’ stance
towards migrants is more lenient and
he called for the elimination of the
country-quota system for Green Cards,
increasing the number of visas offered
for permanent and work-based immigration, along with an exemption for

in the domestic and international politics, Biden presented a spearheaded
the issue by introducing the Global Climate Protection Act in the US Senate.
Throughout his political career, he remained a staunch advocate of climate
action and backed the resolutions related to the problem. He also proposed a
plan worth $1.7 trillion for carbon-free
America by 2050 and had an equal footing on the prohibition of new permits
for fossil fuel and meeting the energy
needs through a mega infrastructural
transition to renewable energy.  

Healthcare: Biden also remained a strong advocate of upgrading the healthcare services like his
aide Obama and even took forth the
Obamacare plan to next level by proposing additional subsidies and making private healthcare insurances more affordable for the public. In times of covid-19

pandemic, he proposed making coronavirus tests and vaccines more accessible, and free. Senator Bernie Sanders
also backed the healthcare agenda of
Biden during the presidential race.
Biden also reprimanded Trump’s reaction and virus containment measures as
slow and pledged that he will spare no
efforts to turn the pandemic around. In
his inaugural address, Biden mentioned
that his administration’s work begins
with getting COVID under control and
for this, he announced that Biden-Haris
Plan comprising of the leading scientists and experts who will convert his
plan into action. He said, “We cannot repair the economy, restore our vitality, or
relish life’s most precious moments —
hugging a grandchild, birthdays, weddings, graduations, all the moments that
matter most to us — until we get this
virus under control.”

Economic Reformation
Agenda: Among other ambitious

plans he proposed during his presidential campaign, he also pledged to
strengthen the middle-class, calling
them the backbone of the national economy. He built his economic reformation
agenda around the empowerment of
the working class and called it “rewards
work, not just wealth”. Biden also criticized the tax-cuts provided by his predecessor Trump and ensures that free/
affordable education will be provided
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any caps on recent graduates of PhD
programmes in STEM programs.

“And He will
raise you up on
eagle’s wings,
Bear you on
the breath of
dawn, Make you
to shine like the
sun, And hold
you in the palm
of His Hand.”

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

A STORY OF THE
DENIAL OF FREEDOM AMIDST
COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT

Barbara Gallo

A Journalist and Geopolitical Analyst, Italy

The Indian authorities had
imposed more than 50
temporary connectivity
disruptions in Kashmir,
however, the latest blackout
starting on August 4, 2019,
is the longest ever imposed
by a democratic
government.

E

veryone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinion without
interference and to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas through media and regardless of frontiers,” states Article 19
of the Human Rights Declaration.Seventy years after the partition of the Indian
subcontinent, there has been no change
for the bereaved and pained people of
Kashmir, who remain under the punitive and strenuous weight of the Indian occupation. For decades, Kashmiris
have been struggling for the exercise
of their right to self-determination. On
August 5, 2019, with the presidential
decree revoking the articles 370 and
35 A of the constitution, India illegally
merged the disputed territory of Jammu and Kashmir. According to the Indian government, the merger, although
unlawful, ended the quarrel of occupied
Kashmir. The arrival of around 900,000
Indian soldiers made the region “the
most militarized zone in the world”.
De facto abrogation of those articles
that granted the autonomies of the
region, through illegal and arbitrary
amendments, undermines the rule of
law for Kashmiri citizens stripping millions of people of their fundamental political rights. For many years, Kashmiris
have experienced a dramatic increase
in all forms of violation of human rights
such as extrajudicial executions, rape,
torture, brutality against civilians, including the shooting of unarmed demonstrators. Finally, yet importantly, the
Indian government issued a blackout
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on media communication, which has
put a stop to free speech and independent information. Freedom of expression is the basis of democracy and that
is why the Office of the Human Rights
Commissioner of the United Nations released a report in July 2019 where they
stress the international concerns about
abuses by security forces and armed
groups in both Indian and Pakistan held
parts of Kashmir.
According to the UN Human Rights
Committee, restriction on the expression “may never be invoked as a justification for the muzzling of any advocacy
of multiparty democracy, democratic tenets and human rights. There is
no doubt this repressive campaign in
Kashmir began soon after Modi’s landslide election victory which confirmed
the BJP political dominance. Unfortunately, this led to unprecedented anti-democratic steps in pursuit of his
Hindu nationalist agenda. One of the
most dangerous weapons used by the
current Bharatiya Janata Party-led government is represented by the blackout
of communication in Kashmir. The Indian government also imposed a severe
communication block that included
digital and non-digital communication,
mobiles, phones or landlines, along
with a curfew, which forced heavy restriction on mobility within the region.
While the authorities had previously imposed more than fifty temporary
connectivity disruption in Kashmir,
according to the SFLC.in “Defender of
your digital Freedom” (a group of lawyers and engineers based in New Delhi), the latest blackout is the longest
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ever imposed by a democratic government. It started on August 4, 2019, and
continues till date. In January 2020, the
Supreme Court of India ruled that an
indefinite interruption of internet services would be illegal under Indian law
and it would be considered as “an arbitrary exercise of power”. The orders for
internet shutdowns indeed must satisfy
the tests of necessity and proportionality. However, it could only be restricted
when there is a risk against citizens and
in the name of national security. The
Indian government has gradually restored landlines, and SMS services, but
still millions of Kashmiris do not have
online access and the Indian-controlled
Kashmir remains largely unconnected
to date. Abolishing free speech is an
Indian government strategic plan. This
Modi’s assault on one of the most fundamental pillars of freedom provokes
very limited and incomplete information about what is happening in the
region intending to shut out Kashmir
from the rest of the world. According to
Aljazeera, Indian authorities arrested
several high-profile political leaders,
including three former chief ministers
of the Muslim-majority state. Farooq
Abdullah, 83 years old President of
the National Conference and a serving
a member of India’s parliament in the
prestigious Srinagar seat. Omar Abdullah, 49, Former Chief Minister of Jammu

and Kashmir was arrested on the 5th
August and Mehbooba Mufti, 60, who
went down in history as the last Chief
Minister of Jammu and Kashmir state,
since the region has now been brought
under central control, were arrested on
the 5th August too.
Kashmiri journalists and the media,
in general, have always faced this kind
of threats and retaliation, but the current blackout of communication isolated the entire region, making them
unable to send or receive information,
which is critical in times of conflict,
and to counter disinformation. The
APC, the Association for Progressive
Communication, officially “condemns
the prolonged and intentional disruption of communication services in Jammu and Kashmir. Stable communication infrastructures and services must
be maintained during times of conflict
and key democratic moments such as
when important changes are made to
the status of a region and the rights of
the people living there. Communication blackouts often enable other violations of human rights, which can take
place under cover of darkness with
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impunity, and considering the history
of widespread abuse of human rights
in Kashmir, this is particularly worrying.” “The United Nations Human
Rights Council (India has been a member since 2016) strongly condemns internet shutdowns it urges all states to
refrain from and cease such measures.
These kinds of communication ban in
Kashmir could be seen as “collective
punishment,” failing “to meet the standards required under international
human rights law to limit freedom of
expression.”
On April 22, 2020, Amnesty International stated that the Indian government must immediately stop intimidating journalists in Jammu and
Kashmir who have been summoned
more than once to police stations and
forced to explain their articles. Often
the Indian police justify their actions
invoking the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA), which is India’s

principal counterterrorism law and
part of it does not recognize international human rights standards. UAPA
has been used to target journalists and
activists who openly criticize government policies. Before Modi’s election,
the Indian Constitution had always
guaranteed the rights of all citizens to
the freedom of religion, expression and
speech and equal treatment before the
law. The question arises, that what is
the international community doing to
stop violence in Kashmir?The international actors and Institutions as well
as the United Nations cannot ignore
the Indian government’s turn toward
authoritarianism, which risks undermining India’s founding principles of
a secular democracy. However, the impression is that the UN is inadequate to
solve the issue of the illegal invasion.
There is more. In November 2020
the United States and India signed
“The Basic Exchange and Cooperation
Agreement for Geo-Spatial Cooperation” (BECA) which allows India to
use US expertise on geospatial intelligence and to enhance military accuracy of automated hardware systems and
weapons like cruise, ballistic missiles
and drones. This agreement provides
also India state-of-the-art navigational aids and avionics on U.S.-supplied
aircraft. The United Nations and the
United States are part of the unsolved
Kashmir issue. The EU position on
the situation in Kashmir supports the
political solution through dialogue
between India and Pakistan. At the
end of October 2019, a parliamentary
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delegation from the European Union
arrived in Srinagar for a visit of two
days but no concrete decision has been
made to date. Therefore, the answer to
this question is a bitter ‘NO’ There is a
pressing need to send fact-finding missions to Kashmir. If not satisfied with
the results the observers could then
deliberate their governments to seek
punitive policies against India and impose sanctions and boycotts on Indian
goods. Meanwhile, an extraordinary
job has been done by civil organizations like the International Campaign
called #Keepiton (a coalition of 210 organizations from 75 Countries around
the world which constantly monitors
the violation of freedom of communication). Nowadays the Campaign has
concluded that the Internet shutdown
is not only a Kashmiri issue but also
a worldwide problem. According to a
#Keepiton report, in 2019 there was
an increase in internet shutdowns.
The Campaign has recorded 213
shutdowns around the world, and the
number of countries, which did so in
2018, was 28 while in 2019 was 33.
India topped the list globally of country banning and shutting down major
news networks, with a staggering 121
incidents of shutdowns, including new
states in an evident attempt to stifle
dissenting voices. The Indian move has
a spillover on Venezuela with 12 times,

Yemen with 11, Iraq 8 times, Algeria 6,
Ethiopia 4. To conclude, it is pertinent
to mention that underling that under
International Human Right law any
restrictions on the right to freedom of
expression must be demonstrably necessary and proportionate because the
media play a crucial and fundamental
role in reporting human rights abuses.
Access to information is essential to
inform the public about political situations and the measures taken by governments. As we have seen in the light
of the discussion above, the continued
coercive and brinkmanship of India in
Kashmir is tantamount to genocide.
Blood has been lost. The most talented
and dynamic leaders of Kashmir have
been targeted. Thousands still await
the punitive measures of illegal detention, killing, and ferociousness of treatment. We need to put a stop to all this.
The world organizations must be more
involved to solve this serious problem,
and as the great Indian writer and
political activist, Arundhati Roy said,
“There is really no such thing as the
voiceless. There are only the deliberately silenced, or preferably unheard.”
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Hindu
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Designs
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The combination of Hindu
Radicalism and Indian Hegemonic Designs is threatening the regional and global
peace. The special report
highlights the formidable
rise of Hindu Radicalism in
India and analyses India’s
hegemonic designs in the
region.

indu Radicalism in India
is not a new phenomenon; it can be traced back
to 1925 when RashtriyaSwayamsevakSangh
was formed to promote
Hindu Nationalism and dominance of
Hindutva ideology in the Indian continent. The influence of Hindutva followers continued to rise after the partition
of British India. In the last decade, Hindutva forces have become dominant in
India. BJP, the current ruling party in India, is playing a leading role to promote
the agenda of Akhand Bharat, which is
the ultimate objective of this Hindutva
ideology. Under the rule of BJP, Hindu
Radicalism is exponentially rising in
India and the discriminatory policies
of the ruling party are marginalizing
the minorities especially the Indian
Muslims. Besides, India’s unilateral &
brutal actions in IIOJK have significantly increased over time. Simultaneously,
India considers itself as a dominant
actor and aspires to be a regional hegemon; therefore, the regime is pursuing aggressive policies against its
neighbouring countries, especially Pakistan. The combination of Hindu Radicalism and Indian Hegemonic Designs
is threatening the regional and global
peace. The special report highlights the
formidable rise of Hindu Radicalism in
India and analyses India’s hegemonic designs in the region. In addition, it
also evaluates the threats to regional
peace and eventually to global peace,
emerging due to Hindu Radicalism and
Indian hegemonic designs.
Under the guardianship of BJP regime, the followers of Hindutva ideology, who are working to convert India
into a Hindu Rashtra or to reclaim “India for Hindus”, have increased their
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presence manifold in various departments of the government. In pole position, the government bodies have
started a campaign to reinterpret their
history through a fundamental Hindu
lens and erasing the vestiges of Muslims or British rules, such as rewriting
the historical accounts and renaming
cities, streets and public places related to the Muslim culture and heritage.
Since 2014, there has been a significant
rise in cases of mob lynching Muslims
and lower-caste people in India.
Moreover, the landslide victory of BJP
in 2019 elections has further strengthened the Hindu radicals to pursue their
agenda against minorities in India.
Since 2019, the policies adopted by the
BJP led government are marginalizing
the minorities of the country, especially the Indian Muslims. The ratification
of Citizenship Amendment Bill (CAB)
or Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA)
by the BJP regime in India on 11 December 2019 are the prime examples
of the constitutional marginalization
of minorities.According to this bill,
Sikhs, Hindus, Buddhists, Jains and
Christians, who have arrived before 31
December 2014 from Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan, will be given
Indian citizenship. As per the law, Muslims will be not be given citizenship.
This controversial bill resulted in na-
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tionwide protests in India especially
in Assam and the capital of India, New
Delhi. The situation further aggravated by construction of Ram Temple at
the place of Babri Mosque and mob
lynching Indian Muslims due to cow
vigilantism, reflecting the rise of Hindu
radicalism and religious intolerance in
India.
The hegemonic designs of India in
the South Asian region became evident from its coercive control over the
smaller states in the region, considering itself a dominant and major actor
of the region. The country has been
strong-arming regional economies and
terrorizing the smaller nations of South
Asia. Along with its regional hegemonic designs, India also aspires to become
a dominant power in the Indian Ocean
Rim and has been using its asymmetrical power vis-à-vis other South Asian
states to achieve its political, military
and economic goals.BJP and Congress
both have been actively executing the
coercive policies to achieve Indian hegemonic goals in the region but the BJP
led governments have been more vocal
and aggressive in the pursuit of these
objectives. The powerful rise of Hindu
radicalism and hegemonic designs of
India are threatening the peace and
stability at the regional and global level.

The Formidable Rise of Hindu
Radicalism

Since the last 90 years, RashtriyaSwayamsevakSangh (RSS) has been
actively working to radicalize Hindu
community on false ground. Before the
creation of RSS, in 1923 VinayakDamodarSavarkar wrote a book called as Essentials of Hindutva, which acts as the
ideological foundation of current rightwing Hindu radical group RSS and divergent from the Mahatma Gandhi’s
non-violence doctrine. Soon after, in
1925, K.B Hedgewar founded the RSS
in Nagpur India and its members adhere to the ideology of Hindutva, which
states that India should be made a pure
Hindu Nation and all the Indians are
seen as Hindus irrespective of their religion. This ideology transformed Hindu identity from a cultural and ethnic
group into a nation wishful of dominating all other identities residing in the
pluralistic sub-continent.
Before the partition in 1947, the British colonialists ruled the sub-continent
for a century. The independence movement against British rule gave rise to
the Secular Nationalism and Hindu
Nationalism. Secular nationalism was
a struggle for independence for all
identities living in the sub-continent
and despite their religious, ethnic and
cultural differences; they collectively struggle for their political and economic independence from British rule.
The Hindu Nationalism was contrary
to the secular struggle, which was later promoted and inculcated by the RSS
and in modern-day India, it is the root
cause of radicalism. Over the course of
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last four decades, congress remained
a completely dominant political party
in India and the BJP barely managed to
have few seats in Lok Sabha, showing
the partiality and inclination of Indian
populous towards pluralism. A decade
ago, nobody could imagine the domination of Hindu nationalism, especially
the BJP, in the Indian state-of-affairs as
a mainstream political party. With its
radicalizing agenda and creating a dichotomy, the BJP continued to increase
its foothold in the political domain
through RSS and saffron outfits, which
has been engaged in the social engineering and furthering the caste-based
polarization in India.
The RSS has been radicalizing Hindus for over ninety years through Hindutva ideology, which is being used to
unite the people of India on the bases
of religion and deeming the sub-continent as the “holy land”. The followers of
Hindutva recognize all identities living
in India as Hindus except Muslims and
Christians, who are seen as invaders
and occupiers even though they are
part of the region for centuries. The
ideology suggests that these Muslim
and Christian natives should be forced
to convert their religion into Hinduism
or expelled from the country. To make

it happen, the leaders of RSS mainly Savarkar and Golwalkar were of the view
that the Hindus should unite and struggle to convert India into a Hindu Rashtra.The prominent experts of Hindutva
such as Veer, Noorani, Brass, Jaffrelot
and Afzal relate this extremist ideology
with Brahmanism. They view this Hindutva movement as a struggle, which
is being led by upper-caste Hindus. As
the British had introduced a new modernized system based on democracy
in the Indian subcontinent, the elite
class of Brahmins introduced this idea
to stay relevant in the new political
system.The influence and activities of
RSS continued to increase even after
the independence of India and since
2014, this ideology has become a powerful and mainstream ideology in India under the guardianship of BJP and
Modi who himself have remained an
active member of RSS and advocate of
Hindutva order and ideology. The RSS
was against the cooperation of Gandhi
with the Muslims in the Indian subcontinent. When Gandhi and his aides
succeeded in fomenting the Indian liberation movement and declaring it as
a modern democratic state, the voices
of RSS fell silent for a short period at
the national level but they continued to
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work even after the inception of India.
Soon, after India’s independence, an
RSS member NathuramGodse hit the
world’s media outlets as he assassinated Mr Gandhi in 1948.NathuramGodsewas inspired by the ideology of Hindutva. In 1948, he said, “My shots were
fired at the person who has brought
rack and ruin and destruction to millions of Hindus in India.”
The current ruling party of India,
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), was later established in 1980 as the political
frontage of RSS and other far-right
Hindutva groups. The top leadership of
BJP were picked from the RSS full-time
workers, including the current Prime
Minister of India Narendra Modi, current Home Minister Amit Shah and few
other ministers. The building of Ram
Temple at the place of Babri Masjid
was given paramount importance early years of BJP politics despite myriad
socio-economic problems prevailing
in the country and it was due to the
radicalizing nature of this issue. The
correlation between the BJP rise to
power and increase in radicalism and
religious intolerance is also evident
from the increase in the attacks on Indian minorities especially the Muslims
of India. The Hindu radicals motivated by Hindutva ideology were behind
the rise of forced religion conversions,
killings and mob lynching of Indian minorities. According to estimates, Hindu Nationalists in Gujarat killed more
than 2000 Muslims in 2002 only and
Narendra Modi, incumbent Indian Premier was the Chief Minister of Gujarat
at that time. Analysts argue that he was
either involved in these killings or unwilling to stop this massacre.
After its triumph in 2014 general
elections, BJP has brought a tectonic shift in the Indian politics and ever
since Hindutva has become a dominant
ideology in the mainstream politics of
India. This owes to the far-right nationalist wing RSS and its huge workforce extended across the country.
There are also drastic changes being
witnessed by India at societal as well
as government level and it is evident
from the following report published by
a network of an investigative journalist called India Spend. The report has
presented a detailed account of mob
attacks and killings by the Hindu radicals, concluding that 97% of mob attacks and 84% of killings are reported
after the formation of the government
of BJP under Narendra Modi. Moreover,
the BJP regime has also introduced
controversial policies and bills, which
are marginalizing the minorities in India especially the Indian Muslims and
Sikhs, such as CAA or CAB and a recent
Farm Bill in 2020.

Indian Hegemonic Designs

After its independence, India remained
non-aligned for a few decades but sided with the USSR for its material gains.
This shows the country’s desire to be
a dominant and hegemonic power in
the region and it remained manifested
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in its foreign policy towards its neighbouring countries as well. Other factors
that shaped the Indian strategic and hegemonic thinking towards the region is
the common perception of Indian political leadership considering the country
as a successor of British India. Moreover, the Indians claim that they are the
inheritors of centuries-old civilization
and consider it as an important pillar of
their national unity and power.
India, being the largest and most populous state in South Asia, and due to its
economic and military might, believed
that it has the right to dictate other
states in the region. The textbook definition of hegemony is the privileged
exercise of power in complete disregard to the interests of other states.
The prime example of this course of
action is India’s coercive policies in the
region against Sri Lanka, Maldives, Nepal, Bangladesh and Pakistan. Since its
inception, India has been following the
hegemonic agenda in the region. In the
pursuit of this goal, Congress and BJP,
both have shown the same urge. However, the BJP has been more aggressive
and vocal for achieving the status of
being a big power and dictator in the
region. Since 2014, when BJP came into
power and Narendra Modi assumed the
office of Prime Minister in India, there
has been a significant change in Indian
foreign policy and a rise in Indian aggression in the region. The bellicosity
of incumbent Indian regime is obvious
from its blatant violation of international law by trespassing Pakistan’s sovereignty, hoax surgical strikes in Pakistan
and sabotaging activities especially the
SAARC to obliterate the opportunity
to enhance regional economic cooperation. Similarly, the country has been
backing the terror groups to destabilize
the regional economies like its intervention through proxies in Sri Lanka
and Pakistan, and spreading false information about neighbours through a
network of fake news outlets debunked
by EU Disinfo Lab.

India’s Coercive Policies
towardsits Neighbours

.Nepal

Since 1947, the relations between
India and Nepal have witnessed several vicissitudes mainly due to Indian
aggressive behaviour towards Nepal.
India has been interfering in internal affairs of Nepal for over several
decades, such as in the 1950s, the Indian government forced the Rana regime to allow Indian backed Nepali
Congress into the political system of
Nepal.Furthermore, Indian backed
forces succeeded in Nepal to form the
government but the government saw
its end in 1960 and a new system was
introduced in Nepal that was a party-less system under the king, which
continued to dominate for next thirty
years. In 1989, the Indian government
blocked transits for Nepal due to which
Nepal went through a crisis of fuel and
life essential items.Nepal signed an
agreement of friendship with China in

1956 and is currently purchasing arms
from it, and the country aslsosigned a
trade agreement with Pakistan in 1962,
which aggravates India. A recent case
of India’s coercion was when Nepal adopted a new constitution in 2015; India responded it with a trade blocked.
In response to this unofficial blockade,
the Prime Minister of Nepal visited
China and signed the agreements related to transit and trade. India wants to
have strong say in the internal affairs
of Nepal, as it is the biggest power in
South Asia, so it is natural for India to
dictate the smaller states.
.Bangladesh
Awami League, the current ruling
party of Bangladesh is considered as
Pro Indian party of Bangladesh but still,
whenever India felt that their interests
are put aside, the Indian government
responded punitively. Bangladesh
has water issues, border dispute and
maritime dispute with India. Bangladesh has also often raised objections
on the Indian trade and tariff policies
against Bangladesh. The controversial
construction of Farakka barrage by India led to a riparian dispute between
neighbours, and tariffs imposed by India on Bangladesh is a sign of Indian
hegemony on its neighbours.Similarly, using the soft power, especially the
film industry, mainly Bollywood film,
Indian exposes the class difference in
Bangladesh and portray the developing economy of the region as an underdeveloped and destitute; however,
the purpose of this false depiction is to
reinforce the Indian cultural hegemony
in Bangladesh.
.Sri Lanka
India’s notorious involvement in
the domestic affairs of Sri Lanka has
always been a sticking point in the
bilateral relations and foreign policy
of both nations. The main reason for
this hostility is India’s sponsorship
to Tamil ethnicities in Sri Lanka and
fueling the civil war in the country to
have pro-Indian forces in a dominant
position in Colombo. The intelligence
agency of India, Research and Analysis
Wing (RAW), was providing monetary
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support, arms and training to Tamils
who were living in Sri Lanka. Moreover,
the Indian Peacekeeping Force (IPKF)
was accused of committing gross human rights violations and therefore
these forces were withdrawn in 1990
due to pressure from the people & the
government of Sri Lanka and the international actors. The ties between
these countries are still facing several
constraints due to Chinese increasing
influence in Sri Lanka along with Pakistan’s fraternal relations with Sri Lanka. In addition, hegemonic ambition
remains an important factor in India’s
relations with Sri Lanka.
.Pakistan
India’s evil designs for its neighbour
is evident from the country’s belligerent and pestering policy towards
Pakistan because Pakistan categorically rejected Indian illegal claims on
Kashmir, drew the attention of the international community towards India’s
blatant violation of human rights and
its hegemonic designs and deterred
it through its military and diplomatic
muscle. Pakistan was always perceived
as a major obstacle by India to achieve
its hegemonic objectives in the region
owing to Pakistan’s strong ties with
dominant powers of the world. Since
its beginning, India sought to merge
the newfound state of Pakistan into
Indian Territory and attempted to do
so three times but failed miserably. In
the due course, Pakistan mitigated all
the challenges except the fall of Dhaka,
has been successful in defending its
national interests, and becoming a nuclear power, making itself an invincible
power in the region.Indian intelligence
agency RAW trained MuktiBahini and
provided with material support to fuel
the rebel and separatist elements in
East Pakistan against Pakistan Army.
India continues to support the insurgents and ethnic separatist movements
in Pakistan afterwards. The Kashmir
issue remains at the core of strained
relations between India and Pakistan
and became a nuclear flashpoint endangering the peace and stability of
the region. Under the BJP government,
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since 2014, the ceasefire violations on
LOC have increased to an extreme level. The Hindutva regime of India furthered the expansionist agenda, such
as the misadventuresof 26 February
2019, 5 August 2019, and inhuman
curfew imposed in the valley. Now, BJP
regime is changing the demography of
Kashmir through social engineering
and incentivizing the Hindu community to migrate in the occupied valley.
India is also using non-state actors to
undermine the sovereignty of Pakistan and labeling the country as the
terrorist sanctuary through a fake international network of news, non-governmental organizations and research
institutes. These shreds of evidence of
hybrid warfare allude to the Indian evil
intentions towards its neighbouring
states and country’s nefarious hegemonic designs in the region.

India: A Threat to the Global
Peace

India, once a pluralistic society, has
now become a religiously and culturally intolerant state after the rise of BJP.
After the political frontage of RSS, BJP
came to power; there has been a drastic
increase in the religious polarization
in India and the dominance of Hindu
radicals in all the segments of Indian
society. Under the BJP government,
the followers of Hindutva ideology are
rewriting the literature and syllabus
of education, renaming the towns and
streets, and stigmatizing non-Hindu
identities, which is radicalizing and polarizing the young generations of the
country. The state-controlled media
outlets have supported this nefarious
agenda by toeing the line of the radical
government and disguising the marginalization of religious minorities in
India. Moreover, this gives free hand
to the RSS extremists for the pursuit
of their inimical agenda. This regional
supremacy agenda of India entails the
subjugation of other identities residing
in the region and challenging Pakistan,
a predominately-Muslim archrival of
India and a nuclear deterrent state,
India is jeopardizing the regional and
global peace.

ting response from Pakistan, but it does
not abate the probability of nuclear
war and mutually assured destruction.
India’s expansionism, violations of bilateral agreements and international
norms, demographic engineering in
the disputed territory of Kashmir, and
its misadventures like February 26 depict the bellicose nature of the incumbent Indian government and country’s
hegemonic aspirations. It is to understand that Indian nukes are now in
hands of the Hindu radicals who abhor
all non-Hindu identities and the recent
episodes of aggression and misadventures by these Hindu zealots raise the
possibility of a nuclear war in the region, which will have a spillover effect
for the global peace.

Conclusion

The tectonic shift in Indian politics

Indian Hegemonic Posture &
Probability of Nuclear War

The underlying principle of Indian animosity and expansionism in the region
corresponds to the Hindutva ideology, “India for Hindus” and “Akhand
Baharat”. However, Pakistan, a nuclear-armed rival of India and only invincible military power in the region, is
perceived as the major impediment by
the Indian leadership in erecting the
Hindu order and Indian hegemony in
the region. Both countries, India and
Pakistan have engaged in the full-scale
kinetic wars on the territorial dispute
of Kashmir and ever since their Nuclearization, the Kashmir issue has
become a nuclear flashpoint. India has
managed to attack the Kashmiris and
conduct skirmishes under the threshold of nuclear war and received a befit-
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with the rise of BJP has raised concerns
for the regional and global polities. Under the guardianship of BJP regime,
the Hindutva ideology and radicalism
is increasing which is empowering the
Hindu radicals, undermining the rights
of religious minorities residing inside
the country like Muslims, Sikhs and
Christians, and influencing the foreign
policy of India towards its peace-loving neighbours. The formidable rise
of Hindu radicals to power is also repressing many sane voices inside the
country and region, and spiralling into
a humanitarian crisis for the world.
There is a significant increase in the
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extremist and terrorist activities in
the region, backed by the Indian state.
This authoritative upswing in the Hindu radicalism in India falls in line with
the underlying principle “India for Hindus” or “Akhand Baharat” of Hindutva
ideology. This depicts the aspirations
of India for regional hegemony and
have an everlasting impact on the disruption of regional and global peace.
India’s belligerence like threatening its
neighbours, violating their sovereignty, transgressions of human rights, and
military skirmishes entails the prospects of a nuclear escalation. The rise
of Hindu radicalism and country’s regional hegemonic aspiration should be
cognized as a threat to the peace in the
region and beyond.

Recommendations

Collective efforts are required from
Indian polities, regional states, and supranational organizations to put halt to
the constitutional marginalization of
religious minorities and eliminate the
threat to the regional and global peace.
As Pakistan exposed the nefarious hegemonic designs of India, other regional economies should follow the suite to
show the real face of Saffron Terror to
the world. Kashmir is an internationally recognized disputed territory and
a nuclear flashpoint. In order to make
India comply with the international
norms, the United Nations Security
Council should reprimand India of its
belligerency. Similarly, adhering to
the Responsibility to Protect Doctrine
2005, the global community should
take action to prevent the mass atrocities non-Hindu identities in India and
especially the victims of saffron terror
in Kashmir. Regional powers needs to
increase its strength on the ground
and at the diplomatic front to balkanize India, which will bring peace in the
region.
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COPAIR WEBINAR - The Challenge of Climate
Change: Pakistan’s Efforts for Adaption
and Mitigation

Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR), Islamabad organized a virtual conference on “The Challenge
of Climate Change: Pakistan’s Efforts for Adaption and Mitigation”. The conference engaged climate activists, leaders of
civil society, business community, academia and students from across the globe to share their insight and initiatives for
overcoming this global challenge. The two-hour-long session was organized to raise awareness about climate change,
to highlight the efforts of Pakistan in surmounting these challenges, and to devise policy recommendations. The panellists included Bruce Knotts (USA), Amna Malik (President COPAIR), Grant Linney (Canada), Hira Wajahat (Pakistan),
ArifanaMaulina (Indonesia), DrKinza (Pakistan), and Emaan Danish Khan (Pakistan). Session was moderated by Awais
Siddique.
President COPAIR Amna Malik commenced the session by highlighting the multifaceted challenges posed by the climate
change. She stated that it is a collective responsibility of all societal actors to contribute and take substantial measures
to overcome this global challenge. She underscored the initiatives taken by the incumbent government of Pakistan,
such as Clean Green Pakistan, Billion Tree Tsunami Project, and increase in protected areas for national parks. Ms Malik
extended her gratitude to all the panellists and urged the participants to play role in mitigating the adverse impacts of
climate change.

Bruce Knott, Former US Diplomat to Pakistan and NGO Civil Society Leader at UN, delivered his keynote speech, mentioning the two major climate challenges Pakistan is facing. He highlighted that the air pollution in the metropolitan cities of Pakistan, especially in Lahore as a major concern and scarcity of clean drinking water. He urged the government
to take immediate action because these issues are spiraling into a health crisis. He pointed out the role of legislation
and administration as pivotal in the developing nations, without which one cannot surmount these challenges.
GranttLinney, Climate Activist Canada, shared a wonderful presentation on the science of climate change and shared
remedies for the problem. He stressed that there is no planet-B, which is why we have to take action more readily. His
presentation featured the key areas where we need to work collectively, such as recycling, consumer behavior, awareness and education etc.
Hira Wajahat (Founder CleanTech Republic and National Lead of Climate Launchpad Pakistan) delivered her speech on
the topic of “one start-up at a time” and shed light on the entrepreneurship and innovation as a critical element to solve
the challenges of climate change while offering opportunity for adaption and mitigation.
ArfianaMaulina (Founder of 1st Environment Education Course Platform, Indonesia) shared her contributions to the
overcome the global crisis, such as environment friendly products and awareness campaigns she has launched. She
was of view that in order to mitigate the impacts of climate change, we have to alter our consumer behavior and adopt
climate friendly products.

Emaan Danish Khan (9 years old Ecopenure and Climate Activist from Pakistan) was the inspiration for many participants. She shared her idea of climate friendly toys and the learning management system devised by her parents for the
climate education. In her brief presentation, she shared how climate change is affecting the landscape of Pakistan and
threatening the livelihood of people.
DrKinza Chaudhary (Faculty Member of Lahore College for Women University, Pakistan) shared her detailed insight on
the subject of water security and provided with the policy recommendations on the subject.
Approximately 200 people from Pakistan and abroad, including representatives of the public and private organization
and students attended the two-hour-long session.
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H.E. Aken Rakhmetullin delivered Keynote at
Pakistan-Kazakhstan Trade and Investment
Forum organized by COPAIR
Ambassador of Kazakh Republic to Pakistan reiterates
commitment to further broaden the sphere of bilateral ties
between the two states
Islamabad: Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR) organized an in-house session today to discuss the “Pakistan-Kazakh Republic Relations” with Ambassador of Kazakhstan, His Excellency Akan Rakhmetullin. Purpose of the talk was to
have a first-hand view of the prospects and challenges for bolstering the bilateral relations between Pakistan and Kazakhstan.
President COPAIR, Amna Malik commenced the session with her welcoming remarks and sharing a brief overview of long-standing ties between Pakistan and Kazakhstan. She extended her greetings to the Ambassador Rakhmetullin and requested him to
identify various areas where both countries can cooperate and enhancetheir bilateral ties.
Tazeen Akhtar (Editor Pakistan in the World) was the co-host of the session. He set the toneof the event by sharing his meticulous
knowledge about the Kazakh Republic including the country’s history, political and economic landscape, involvement in International Organisations and ties with Pakistan.
H.E Akan Rakhmetullin commenced his speech by stating the fact that Pakistan was among first five countries who recognized
our independence. He also highlighted the contemprary and historical similarities of both nations and shed light on the prospects
of bolstering the ties between Pakistan and Kazakhstan. His Excellency was of veiw that the political and cooperation is examplary but there is a huge potential for trade and investment which remains untapped due to instability and disconnectedness of
the region. He added that, “Now due to global trends of various nature our cooperation is not in a full span, it is not availing the
full range of instruments and opportunities we have.” While highlighting the key areas where both countries can collaborate, he
mentioned the transit and transport agreements, raising awarness for business communities, promoting tourism, educational
and cultural exchanges, and stability in Afghanistan would take the relations to new heights. He stressed that there is a need to
re-establish the direct flights between metropolitan cities of both countires and to promote regional trade, technical assistance,
infrastructure development etc. His Excellency vowed that he will spare no efforts to bring our good intentions into the pracitcal
implementation. In the end, His Excellency also shared his dream to bring the President of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev to
Pakistan.
Along with COPAIR staff, the two-hour-long session was attended by the members of academic and think-tank community, along
with media persons and students attended the session.
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THE IMPOSSIBLE IS MADE POSSIBLE!
K2 Winter - History made
for mankind, History made for Nepal

Gilgit Baltistan Scouts Lifts CJCSC Alpine Ski Cup At Naltar
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NAVIES OF THE WORLD JOIN HANDS WITH
PAKISTAN NAVY FOR PEACE - MULTINATIONAL
EXERCISE AMAN 2021
Rashid Nazir Choudhary

P

akistan has always been an
avid supporter of regional
peace and stability. Pakistan's
commitment to the principle
of 'peaceful coexistence' and
desire for greater regional harmony

and cooperation
is also reflected
through
Pakistan's armed forces participation
in UN Peacekeeping missions, UN
mandated Combined
Maritime
Task Forces 150 &
151, participation
in regional and
extra-regional
joint bilateral and
multilateral exercises. To demonstrate Pakistan's commitment
to peace, contribute towards
regional maritime security and enhance cooperation
and interoperability between
regional and extra regional
navies, Pakistan Navy took
an initiative of holding Multinational exercise AMAN in
2007, which is being conducted biennially. Till to date six
exercises have been conducted and 7th exercise is planned
in February 2021. Since then,
this exercise has become a major International Naval event which is evident from growing number of participations. This is also reflective of
Pakistan's growing positive image
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and success of Ex AMAN.
The main objective/ theme of
AMAN series of multinational exercises are to promote regional cooperation and stability, greater interoperability and to display a united
resolve against terrorism and crimes
in maritime domain including piracy.
The exercise concept is to develop
Responses, Tactics, Techniques and
procedures (RTTPs) against non-traditional threats through tactical warfare planning, followed by high-end
warfare serials at sea such as Naval
Gunfire, VBSS, Anti-piracy, Operations, Combine Anti-Submarine Exercise, Communications, Boarding and
Air Defence.
Exercise AMAN is planned
with focused objectives to project
positive image of Pakistan as a country contributing towards regional
peace/ stability and to consolidate
PN's position in the regional maritime arena. Displaying of united resolve against terrorism and crimes
in maritime and to develop coalition
building and multi-layered security cooperation to promote a safe &
sustainable maritime environment.
Enhance tactical interoperability between regional and extra regional
navies thereby acting as a bridge between the regions and to validate tactical procedures to counter non-traditional threats in maritime domain.
Overall, AMAN exercise is a intermingling of multinationals with depiction
of their respective cultures.
A brief overview of yesteryears
AMAN exercises include first exercise
conducted in March 2007. During the
exercise, 14 x naval ships from Bangladesh, China, France, Italy, Malaysia,
UK and USA navies participated. Special Operations Teams (SOF)/ Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) teams
from Bangladesh and Turkey also
participated in Special operations associated to the exercise. Overall, 28
countries participated in the exercise
with naval assets and 29 observers.
The second exercise, AMAN-09 was
held in March 2009. During this exercise, 14 warships, 02 aircraft and 9
SOF teams of Australia, Bangladesh,
China, France, Japan, Malaysia, UK,
Nigeria, Turkey and USA participated.
Overall, 24 countries participated in
the exercise with the naval platforms
and 29 observers. In third Exercise
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AMAN-11 held in March 2011 28
countries participated with naval assets and observers. Total of 11 ships
from Australia, China, France,
Indonesia, Italy, Malaysia, Saudi
Arab and USA participated. Three aircrafts from Australia and Japan and
03 SOF / EOD/ Marines teams from
China, Turkey and USA also
participated during the exercise.
Overall 28 countries participated in
the exercise with the said assets and
43 observers.
The fourth Exercise AMAN13 was held in March 2013. Navies of
29 countries participated in the said
exercise with 12 ships, 02 aircraft, 06
SOF/ EOD teams and 36 observers.
Fifth Exercise AMAN-17 conducted
in North Arabian Sea from 10-14 Feb
2017. 12 ships from Australia, China,
Indonesia. Russia, Sri Lanka, Turkey,
UK and USA participated. In addition,
SOF/ EOD/ Marines teams from China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Maldives,
Russia, Sri Lanka, Turkey and UK also
participated in the exercise. A total
of 34 countries including Pakistan
participated in the exercise with the
said assets and 67 observers. The 6th
Exercise AMAN-19 conducted from
08-12 February 2019. 11 x Ships
from Australia, China, Italy, Malaysia,
Oman, Sri Lanka, Turkey, UK and USA
participated. Whereas, Japan participated with 01 x Ships and 2 x P3Cs as
Pre-AMAN participation. Moreover,
15 x SOF/EOD/ Marines teams from
China, Indonesia, Italy, Malaysia, Nigeria, Poland, Sri Lanka, Turkey, UK
and USA also participated in the exercise. A total of 46 countries participated in the exercise with 113 observers.
The conduct of exercise AMAN is
divided into Harbour and Sea Phases.
Some of important events include
Opening Ceremony on arrival of foreign warships. Wreath laying at martyrs monuments, Table Top Discus-
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sions on professional topics friendly
sport matches, Maritime Counter
Terrorism Demo by Special Services
Group (N)/ Pak Marines. Various
Calls and visits including inter-ship
visits. International Band Display and
International Cultural Display and
Food Gala. Beside the other Activities,
International Maritime Conference
(IMC) under aegis of National Institute of Maritime Affairs, Bahria University. The highlight of the event includes presence of eminent speakers
and delegates from across the globe.
In the sea domain, an International
Fleet Review (IFR) is scheduled toward the end of exercise. During IFR,
various operational activities are
conducted that include Replenishment at Sea, Counter Piracy Demo by
PN MSW Team, Rocket Depth Charge
(RDC) firing, Surface Firing on Killer
Tomato, Fly Past by Air Units (Pakistan Navy, Pakistan Airforce and Foreign participating Aircraft) and Man
and Cheer Ship in honour of the Chief
Guest. In addition to IFR, other sea
activities including various exercises
to practice response against maritime
security threats in a multinational environment are also demonstrated. On
land, Special Operation Forces (SOF),
Explosives Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
and Marines teams participate in the
exercise. The SOF/ EOD/ Marine personnel have the frontline role against
the threat of maritime terrorism and
other crimes. Therefore, a number of
exercises to develop Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) for
combined action by multinational
forces against asymmetric threats are
also planned. Overall, AMAN series
of exercise are is a manifestation of
trust and confidence of international
community on Pakistan’s efforts for
ensuring peace & stability in the region and their desire to work/ operate with Pakistan and Pakistan Navy.
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AMAN 2021

Together for Peace

T

hroughout
the
history oceans have acted as
highways connecting the
world into a global common. One of the most notable attribute of oceans is
its ability to transport goods to far off
places in bulk atcheaper costs. This
attribute of oceans has not only connected countries far and apart but is
Naveed Ahmed
also the backbone of globalization.
Writer is a research fellow in Maritime Centre Today almost 90% of global trade
is traversed through sea Because of
of Excellence (MCE).
the excessive dependence of global
trade and commerce upon seas the
world community isvery sensitive
to any potential conflictleading to
disruption of Sea Lines of Communications (SLOCs). The seas have been
declared as the common heritage of
mankind by United Nations Charter
on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). Seas
have been the biggest enabler of globalization taking the global sea trade
to its higher over volume alongside
the opportunities offered by sea
are also challenges of even greater
magnitude. It has been established
beyond doubt these challenges cannot be met by one country alone irrespective of its size and power.The
concept of collaborative maritime
security has thus become indispensable which is evident by the collective response of global community
against the menace of piracy along
the Somali coast Pakistan’s geo-strategic location in the western IOR
close to the strategic Straits of Hormuz overlooking the all-important
choke point of Bab-al-Mandeb makes
it as one of most important maritime
state having great impact on the regional security paradigm.. Unrest in
Yemen, Iran-US imbroglio, Iran-Saudi
tensionsetc makes this region very
volatile. In addition, non-traditional
threats of piracy, drug trafficking, human smuggling and illegal immigration have been perennially present in
this part of IOR.
Realizing the need for a collaborative
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maritime security mechanism Pakistan was the first country to have
joined Combined Maritime Forces
(CMF) as early as 2004. Since then it
has pro-actively participated in Combined Task Force 150 (CTF-150) a
collaborative initiative for maritime
security andcounter-terrorism. It is
also anactive contributor to Combined Task Force 151 (CTF-151), a
counter-piracy initiative, in order
to manifest its resolve to strengthen
maritime security Pakistan Navy instituted Regional maritime Security
Patrols (RSMP) and Task Force 88.
RMSP is region specific whereas TF88 is to meet the maritime security
requirements of GWADAR and CPEC.
With the desire to promote peace
and synergize maritime security efforts of stakeholders, Pakistan Navy
launched the premier international maritime naval exercise AMAN
meaning “Peace”. The motto of the
exercise is therefore “Together for
Peace”. Since 2007, PN has been
holding the series of AMAN naval exercises biennially. AMAN exercises
are a great leap forward in the field
of maritimediplomacy and fostering regional maritime security with
partner nations. The exercises bring
together ships, aircraft, SOF teams
and observers from the eastern and
western hemispheresto foster a
sense of comradeship and brotherhood for providing safe and secure
environment out at sea. The exercise
also provides a great opportunity to
enhance interoperability and mutual learning. AMAN exercises are tai-
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lored for RTTPs (Response, Tactics
and Techniques Procedures) particularly against non-traditional threats.
AMAN culminates with practical
exercises at sea that include; VBSS
(Vessel Board Search & Seizure),
communication, anti-submarine and
anti-piracy exercises. The primary
objectives of AMAN exercise are; Coalition building amongst partners,
enhancing interoperability amongst
regional and extra-regional navies,
validation of anti-piracy procedures,
projecting a positive image of Pakistan towards promoting peace and
stability, consolidating Pakistan’s

position in the Indian Ocean Region
and providing a platform to project
diverse cultures.
In tandem with exercises at sea and
harbor an International Maritime
Conference (IMC) is also held to provide a forum for intellectuals and
Subject Matter Experts hailing from
different nations to deliberate and
exchange views on challenges being
faced by the world maritime community. The outcome of various discussion sessions help the participating
nations and beyond to develop common thinking on issues particularly
those related to maritime security.
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So far 6 series of AMAN exercises
have been held since 2007. In AMAN
2007 a total of 28 countries, in AMAN
2009 around 24 countries, in AMAN
2011 upto 28 countries, in AMAN
2013 29 countries, in AMAN 2017 34
countries and in AMAN 2019 around
45 countries participated. The ever
increasing number of participating
countries over time shows the great
success of AMAN series of exercises.
It also displays the ever growing confidence of world community in Pakistan as a nation and Pakistan Navy as
a torch bearer committed to regional
peace and collective maritime secu-
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rity.
The 7”’ of the series of International Maritime Exercise AMAN 2021 is
planned in February 2021 at Karachi. It consists of Harbour Phase and
Sea Phase. More than 78 regional and
extra regional countries have been
invited for AMAN 2021. The participation of so many nations despite
COVID 19 restrictions will go a long
way in bringing lasting peace particularly in IOR. It will also gel the participating countries to strive more
harmoniously for a safe and secure
maritime environment conducive to
a better and more peaceful world.
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AMAN

Breaking Barriers, Making Bonds

Sohail Azmie

A

MAN represents a
‘bridge’ that allows several countries to meet
and operate, through
their naval forces with
each other, even though
there may not be open relationships between a few nations due
to various politico-strategic differences. This exactly was the role that
Pakistan had played back in the
1960s-70s, by acting as a link between the East and the West, when
Sino-American barrier was broken and a new bond established.
In the retrospect, this historic step
remains one of the contributing
factors for relocation of labour-intensive industry from America to
China. Aman is reflective of the
Pakistan’s bridge-spirit. Aman, as
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Admiral Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi calls it is a manifestation of
“securitization through cooperation”, a thesis that predicates on
collectivism rather than states vying for maximization of own security irrespective of others.
Beginning its journey from 2007,
Pakistan Navy consistently held biennial multi-national, multi-force
maritime exercise, AMAN, with one
clear objective: operate together to
defeat the common threats. This
exercise draws its inspiration from
the word Aman, which means security, in Arabic, while in Urdu it
is taken as the state of peace. With
such a wider meaning, the word
Aman suitably represents Pakistan
navy’s intentions of finding a platform seeking ‘peace and security’
in the maritime domain. Number
of participants steadily grew from
the inaugural session, i.e., from 28
in 2007 to 46 in 2019; and the figure is expected to increase further.
Rising trajectory of participation
signals an acceptance of Pakistan’s
message of peace and security.
Steering clear of realists’ paradigm, Pakistan substantially inclines towards cooperation as a
strategic choice when it comes to
negotiating with situations perilous to shared human interests.
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Doctrinally, Pakistan Navy believes
in existence of a ‘cooperative continuum’, which allows navies to
operate together, through regional
and extra-regional coalitions, with
an ability to respond to traditional and non-traditional maritime
threats. As I noted in “Maritime
Cooperative Continuum: Pakistan
Navy’s Evolving Maritime Security Concept”, (Daily Times, 27 June
2019), that Pakistan Navy appears
eager working through its own
initiated and sustained and multilateral arrangements seeking maritime security.
Anchored on the guiding principle of ‘proactive engagement’,
Pakistan Navy sees maritime outreach as an opportunity of making
and solidifying partnerships that
transcend the traditional interest-based approach. AMAN is not
a reaction to any regional maritime construct but a reflection of
Pakistan’s preference of engagement over estrangement, bonds
over barriers and cooperation over
competition. AMAN can, therefore,
rightly be called as an operational
manifestation of Pakistan’s foreign
policy.
AMAN provides two forums:
one for the academics, to exhaustively debate current and emerging
threats that concern us collectively;
whereas the other forum provides,
the naval professionals, several mechanics to operationally deal with
those threats. As the academics
focus on exchange of views on the
understanding of the threats, their
patterns and trends; while military
professionals improve interoperability, refine tactical procedures
and deepen comprehension of each
other’s operating environment.
Cumulatively, this enables sus-
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tainment of enduing bonds among
various navies who participate in
AMAN and equip them with the
skillsets of operating together in a
cooperative continuum.
Exercises like AMAN are a sign
that Pakistan is a pragmatic opponent of revisionism and isolation
policy, i.e., it is an open society willing to work with others on the basis of trust, mutual benefit and collective learning. AMAN signifies an
activity that lessens regional hostility, because of enduring Indo-Pak
contention, and consequently catalyzes regional stability as the gathering of several nations at Karachi
radiates a message emphasizing
aversion to armed conflict. AMAN
like gatherings disincentivize military strikes while encouraging formulization of ways to constructively engage and understand shared
concerns, which are far more ominous than typical inter-state rivalries.
There could be a question of
why is there a need for AMAN? Statistically, more than 80% of global
merchandize trade by volume and
over 70% of its value is carried
by international shipping industry. Drugs and weapons, primarily
transported through sea leveraging the advantage of unsupervised
large swaths of the oceans, are used
to keep the conflicts conflagrating
in different areas of the world. Sev-
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eral vast expanses of the sea that
remain without naval presence,
afford many opportunities to elements that choose unlawful activities to propel their political and
economic agendas. These unlawful
activities include: piracy, human
smuggling, gun-running, terrorism
and poaching, to name a few.
It’s a globally acknowledged
postulate that no nation alone, irrespective of its economic or military
capacity, can handle contemporary
maritime challenges. This explicitly means that partnerships are the
only workable constructs against
the present and evolving maritime
threats. Apart from the unlawful
activities, the looming danger of
climate change becomes clearer by the day. Indian Ocean states
have already been witnessing the
effect of Indian Ocean Dipole causing floods on one side and drought
on the other. These circumstances
demand a cooperative response to
support the states embattling the
consequences of natural disasters.
AMAN reasserts the navies’
roles that Ken Booth argued in his
opus Navies and Foreign Policy,
where sea enables navies to perform functions that other military
services cannot undertake. Navies’
ability to operate with an almost
unhindered freedom, under the
globally accepted Law of the Sea,
makes them the ideal force to functionally represent a nation’s intentions of partnership and cooperation. Land and the air forces cannot
come as close as the navies do, even
without a prior notice, and interact
together. This feature significantly
distinguishes navies to be instruments of ‘breaking barriers’ and
‘making bonds’, just as AMAN sets
to achieve.

ARTICLE

Impact of Climate Change and
Pakistan’s Response

Zeeshan

Zeeshan is a Research Associate at Center of
Pakistan and International Relations

Billion Tree Tsunami project
and Renewable Energy Policy
of PTI government has been
hailed by the international
community

W

orld has confronted countless challenges in the history. The nature,
sphere and impact
of these challenges were never the same. In today’s
world, climate change, which was
an environmental issue once, has
become a serious security challenge for the entire world.Climate
change has been declared as a
global and challenge for the world
in 21st century as it has global impact regardless of the location or
boundaries. Though Pakistan is
not a major contributor to climate
change but it’s among the countries
which are most vulnerable towards
climate change.
Human activities especially the
burning of coal and other fossil
fuels are playing leading role in
change of the climate across the
global as these activities have, since
industrial revolution, increased the
concentration of Carbon Dioxide
(CO2) by 40%. Greenhouse gases
like CO2 absorb the heat and the
increase in atmospheric concentrations of these gases traps more
heat which fundamentally brings
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change in the global environment.
Climate change affects the world
in many ways especially it has detrimental impact on the oceans,
weather, food sources and health.
The ice sheets mainly in Antarctica, Artic circle and Greenland are
melting, due to rise in temperature,
which will cause significant rise in
the sea level. In addition, the weather is also becoming more extreme
which causes intense floods, heavy
snow falls, major storms and more
importantly the longer and frequent droughts.The food production is badly affected by the change
in climate as it brings unfavourable change in the environment
for the growth of food. Moreover,
it can affect the people’s physical
health especially in urban areas.
The warmer atmospherecreates an
environment for smog which can
cause heart disease, asthma and
lunges cancer.
Every part of the globe is confronting the threats posed by the
climate change. But, in Asia and
Africa the scale of vulnerability is
higher than the other regions. According to an estimate, the number
of people, who will be facing scar-
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city of water,would be increased to
600 million by 2050, in Africa. More
than a billion people, in Asia, will
be affected by increasing floods by
2050 and production of agriculture
will witness an alarming fall. Every
year, Central Asia is losing area of
10,000 sq km to deserts and 12 million hectares land is lost globally.
The climate change, a man-made
disaster, has added new factors
which are shaping the socio-political and security environment in the
world.The effects of climate change
such as scarcity of war resource,
fall in food production and rise of
sea level have become national security concerns as they precipitate
intra-state and even inter-state
conflicts. For example, Sahelian
drought had a partial role in Darfur
crisis and climate change was also
considered as an important factor
in Arab Spring, too. Greenhouse
gases (GHG) are the main cause
of climate change and Pakistan’s
contribution to these gases is very
little, only 0.8% of the total global
emissions. But, climate change has
wide-ranging impact on the people and environment of Pakistan
as it is among the countries which
are most vulnerable towards the
change in climate.Food security,
Public Health, Water Security and
Rise in Sea Levelare considered as
major challenges in Pakistan.
Himalayan and Karakorum glaciers are vulnerable to rise in temperature. It can increase the flow of
water in Indus water system but it
would not be good for longer period as it would result in run-off all
the water at once and consequently Pakistan will face serious water
crisis.In addition, the irregularities
in water run-off can cause deadly
floods which can destroy the crops
and infrastructure. Pakistan has
already faced such situation in the
past. In 2010, the floods destroyed
the crops in Pakistan which resulted into food insecurity for at least
7.8 million people and 16 billion
USD losses to Pakistan’s economy.
The rise of sea level causes sea intrusion which will affect the agricultural land. In fact, it has already
made the 2.2 million acres of land
useless for agriculture in Pakistan.
Since 1952, 4544 hectares of agricultural land in Humbas Wali Creek
and 0.5 million hectares of land in
Thatta has been destroyed by saline water. In addition, a report by
National Institute of Oceanography
(NIO) has declared that Karachi,
Badin-Thatta and other coastal areas will be at high risk by 2050.
The warmer atmosphere, especially in urban areas, provides a favourable environment for smog. In
Pakistan, smog has been creating
serious health problems such as
asthma, heat diseases and lunges
issues. The inefficient response by
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the government further aggravates
the worsening situation.For example, in Lahore, the second most populous city of Pakistan, 1250 people
are dying every year mainly due
to hazardous weather conditions.
In response to climate change, Pakistani governments have taken
various initiatives especially the
current government is taking the
issue more seriously. For example,
on 25th November 2019, Prime
Minister Imran Khan launched an
initiative, called as Clean Green
Pakistan Index (CGPI), as part of
government’s efforts to mitigate
the pollution issues and effects of
climate change in Pakistan.
In addition to it, Billion Tree Tsunami project in Pakistan has been
hailed by the international community. This project was completed, in
2017, by the current ruling party
PTI in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa which
is north-western province of Pakistan. After making federal government in Pakistan, PTI has launched
Ten Billion Tree Tsunami Project
which aims to plant 10 billion trees
within five years. Prime Minister
Imran Khan while commenting on
this project stated that it is gigantic
step to reduce the effects of climate
change and conserve the environment.
Moreover, the government of Pakistan introduced Renewable Energy Policy in 2019. According to
this new policy, 30% of total power
generation will be generated by renewable resources by 2030 in Pakistan. This will help the government to meet the growing demands
of energy without contributing to
Greenhouse gases. In addition, the
government is promoting Solar
Power Irrigation Systems. For example, the government of Punjab
has announced that it would provide 80% subsidy for installation
of solar panels. This development
in irrigation system will not only
resolve the issue of water shortage
but also help in conservation of wa-
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ter.Furthermore, the government
of Pakistan successfully launched
Pakistan’s Ecosystem Restoration
Fund (ESRF) on 12th December
2019 in Madrid. The ESRF will
act as an independent mechanism
which will help Pakistan to develop
as climate compatible. Promotion
of ecotourism, electric vehicles, afforestation, biodiversity conservation and marine conservation are
included in ESRF initiatives.
In addition, first-ever policy on
electric vehicles was introduced by
Pakistan on 6th November 2019.
This policy is also part of Pakistan’s
efforts to tackle the challenges of
climate change. According to Electric Vehicle (EV) Policy, 30% of total vehicles such as rickshaws and
cars would be converted into EVs
in the first phase. The government
of Pakistan is also aiming to establish special units for manufacturing
of EVs in Special Economic Zones
(SEZs).Pakistan is facing severe
problems due to “climate injustice”
as Pakistan is not a major contributor to bring drastic changes in the
climate but it is among the countries which are most vulnerable
to climate change. To mitigate the
challenges emerging from climate
change, the current government
of Pakistan has taken steps in the
right directionbut it still needs to
work more rigorously. The start
ofconstruction of Diamer-Bhasha
Dam is appreciable, but Akhori,
Munda and Kalabagh dams are also
important to manage the floods
and droughts. In addition, Solar
Power Irrigation Systems should be
promoted across the country and
media should highlight the threats
emerging due to climate change.
The challenge of climate change
needs response from national to local level.Pakistan needs to enhance
cooperation with international organizations which are focused on
the issues of climate change and
should also take pre-emptive measures to minimize the damage.

NEWS UPDATE

Joe Biden took Oath as the
46th President of the USA

Joe Biden was sworn in as the 46th
President of the United States along with
first African-American, Asian-American
women Vice President –Kamila Harris.
The
congressional
representative,
senators, military leadership, and
diplomatic community at Capitol Hill
attended the ceremony. Ambassador
Asad M. Khan and Mrs Zunaira Asad
representing Pakistan also attended the
inauguration ceremony of President Joe
Biden and VP Harris. In his inaugural
speech, Biden said,
“At this hour, my friends, democracy
has prevailed.” His predecessor, Donald
Trump did not attend the ceremony and
remarked that “We will be back in some
form.” Moreover, the performances of
famous rock star Lady Gaga and singer
Jennifer Lopez adorned the ceremony.
Biden is expected to sign a blizzard of
executive orders that will lay out his
coronavirus, immigration and climate
policies. An interesting fact is that Biden
took the oath by placing his hand on
a Bible that has been in his family for
127 years, while Harris used a Bible
that once belonged to civil rights icon
Rosa Parks. One of Trump’s first actions
as president in 2017 was to suspend
entry to the United States of travellers
from seven majority Muslim nations:
Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria
and Yemen, for 90 days. Whereas the
Klain, Biden’s chief of staff, wrote that,
“in his first 10 days in office, Presidentelect Biden will take decisive action
to address these crises.” Foreign
Minister Qureshi expressed confidence
that president-elect Joe Biden as an
“old friend to Pakistan” would work
towards strengthening ties between
the two countries and informed that
the exchange of messages had taken
place between Prime Minister Imran
Khan and the U.S. president-elect, who
expressed interest of working with
Pakistan on issues of common interests.
He added that Pakistan and U.S. have
convergences in many areas and also
differences, which can be ironed out
with better understanding

Negotiations for UN
Security Council reform to
resume on Jan 25

The long-running Inter-Governmental Negotiations (IGN) aimed at reforming the UN Security Council will resume
on January 25 to build on the work done
in its previous meetings, General Assembly President Volkan Bozkir said.
Progress in the negotiations was held
up as Group of Four, ‘India, Brazil, Ger-

on common faith, values, culture and
history; deeply embedded in mutual
trust and understanding.

many and Japan’ have remained inflexible in their push for permanent seats in
an expanded Council, while opponents
insist that additional permanent members would not make the 15-member
body more effective and efficient. On the
other hand, the Italy and Pakistan-led
Uniting for Consensus (UfC) group
firmly opposes any additional permanent members, saying that such a move
will not make the body more effective
and will undermine the fundamental
principle of democracy that is based
on periodic elections. Full-scale negotiations to reform the council began in
February 2009 on several key areas.
These include the question of veto, regional representation, membership, the
working methods of the council and its
relationship with the General Assembly.
“There’s no doubt that the membership
of the Security Council as well as working methods must reflect the realities of
the 21st century. The process is member
states’ driven and I believe that dialogue
among member states is the most effective way to bring the reform process forward,” said President Assembly.

Islamabad Declaration
signed by the Foreign
Ministers of Azerbaijan,
Pakistan and Turkey

The 2nd Trilateral Meeting of the
Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Azerbaijan, the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan and the Republic
of Turkey was held in Islamabad on
January 13. The meeting concluded
with the signing of the Islamabad
Declaration by the three Foreign
Ministers. Three countries agree on
following joint strategy regarding
Islamophobia, COVID-19, security and
sustainable environment. The first
round of Trilateral Meeting was held
in Baku in November 2017. “The three
Foreign Ministers would also explore
possibilities of deepening trilateral
cooperation in all areas of common
interest, including peace and security,
trade and investment, science and
technology, education and cultural
cooperation,” the Foreign Office said.
Pakistan, Azerbaijan and Turkey
enjoy close fraternal relations based
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“China’s International
Development Cooperation
in the New Era” - White
Paper Published

The State Council Information Office
of China last weak published a White
Paper on “China’s International Development Cooperation in the New Era”
which includes multi-field international
cooperation and frequently mentions
Pak-China cooperation in 2020. The paper summarizes China’s recent engagement in providing development assistance and lays out China’s strategy and
areas of future development assistance.
The respects which are also closely concerned by Pakistan, such as debt relief,
poverty reduction, infrastructure improvement, energy transformation, and
food crisis alleviation, were emphasized
in the paper, China Economic Net (CEN).
According to the White Paper, in
2020, China continued a steady increase
in the scale of its international development cooperation, giving high priority
to the least developed countries in Asia
and Africa and developing countries
participating in the Belt and Road Initiative. China held over 4,000 training
sessions for officials from participating
countries and supports Belt and Road
participants in infrastructure connectivity projects to revive the ancient Silk
Road. The white paper highlighted the
humanitarian efforts, educational scholarships, agro-support, and other activities held under China’s Belt and Road
Initiative.

Trump supporters
stormed Capitol Hill and
desecrated the tempo of
democracy

Thousands of Trump supporters invaded the Capitol Hill complex where
Congress meets in an attempt to overturn the results of the Nov. 3 election
won by Joe Biden. The violent attack
also evoked a sense of shock from world
leaders, including United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres, who
said he was “saddened” by Wednesday’s events. Thousands of protestors
stormed the US Capitol and clashed with
police, resulting in at least the death of
four persons, including one woman, and
interrupting a constitutional process to
affirm President-elect Biden’s victory in
the election. It all started with Trump’
statement, who continues to make false
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claims that he won the November election, telling a rally of his supporters near
the White House, “If you don’t fight like
hell, you’re not going to have a country
anymore.” Biden, in a television address,
said the chaos at the Capitol “is not dissent, it’s disorder. It borders on sedition,
and it must end. Now.” British PM Boris
Johnson tweeted that “President Trump
and many members of Congress bear
significant responsibility for what’s now
taking place. The democratic process of
electing a president must be respected.”
Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison described the scenes in Washington
as “distressing.” Swedish Prime Minister
Stefan Lofven in a tweet described the
scenes as “an attack on democracy”.

India’s ruthless persecution of minorities echoed
in UK parliament

India, under the rule of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, is undergoing immense
rise of religious-nationalist vigilante
groups and worsening social discrimination, posing a grave threat to the religious
freedom of minorities, particularly Muslims and Christians. This concern was expressed by the British parliamentarians
in a debate secured by MP Jim Shannon at
the Westminster Hall on Thursday, terming as “most worrying and disturbing”
the situation in India with regard to minorities, particularly Muslims, Christians
and other ethnic groups. He said that despite Modi’s pledge to commit to “complete freedom of faith” since his election
in 2014, there had been a significant increase in anti-minority rhetoric. MP Sir
Edward Leigh (Gainsborough) said the
Indian government had undoubtedly set
an anti-Christian and anti-Muslim tone
with a fact that violent intimidation at
street level did the most harm.
Almeida mentioned that riots in
north-east Delhi last year resulted in
Muslim homes and businesses being
destroyed; of the 53 dead from six days
of violence, two-thirds were Muslims—
who had been shot, slashed or set on fire.
Naz Shah (Bradford West) quoted the
words of India author and politician Shahi Tharoor who had said that “It’s time
the Modi government learned they cannot promote ‘Make in India’ abroad while
condoning the propagation of ‘Hate in
India’ at home.” MP Stephen Timms
(East Ham) said for last two years, India had been in 10th place on that list
of the worst countries for the persecution of Christians, and the position was
not going to improve. MP David Linden
(Glasgow East) said analysis of instances since 2014 demonstrate that Hindu
extremists had created an environment
of hate and intolerance towards India’s
religious minorities, primarily its Christian and Muslim communities. All these
parliamentary leaders highlighted the
increasing cultural and religious intolerance and hostilities in India.

Alvi said that Pakistan attached utmost
importance to its ties with Cuba and
wanted to enhance bilateral cooperation in areas of trade, economy, health
and culture. He added that both countries needed to identify and explore areas of trade and investment cooperation
and there is a need for cultural and parliamentary exchanges between the two
countries. Dr Alvi said Pakistan deeply
appreciated the Cuban assistance in the
wake of 2005 earthquake by sending
medical teams and providing scholarships to Pakistani medical students. The
President congratulated the envoy on
successful completion of his tenure in
Pakistan and expressed best wishes for
his future endeavours.

Sweden welcomed to
invest in CPEC

Federation of Pakistan Chambers
and Commerce and Industry (FPCCI)
Chairman Qurban Ali presiding a
meeting with Ambassador of Sweden
to Pakistan Henrik Persson along with
senior business leaders urged for
increasing the bilateral economic and
trade relation between Pakistan and
Sweden and also to increase the business
to business connectivity among the
business communities of the two sides.
Quran Ali also proposed the Ambassador
to bring investment in the potential
areas of Hydal Power, Tourism, Mines
minerals, Transport and Housing sector
to enhance the cooperation between
both of the countries.
The business leader said that CPEC
related Gilgit Baltistan (GB) Special
economic Zone (SEZ) and others would
increase the business and industrial
cooperation between the business sector
of Sweden and Pakistan. The Ambassador
said that Sweden and Pakistan have
completed the 16 rounds of economic
and trade consultation and enhance
cooperation with regional countries
through Pakistan. The Ambassador also
appreciated the improved ranking of
Pakistan in World Bank, Ease of Doing
Business (EODB) and said that “we
would benefit from this opportunity.”

US Senate adopted the
‘Malala Yousafzai Scholarship Act’ by Voice Vote

President Arif Alvistressed
to enhance Pak-Cuba ties

While talking to the Ambassador of
Cuba, Gabriel Tiel Capote, President Arif
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The US Congress has passed a bill
named after Nobel laureate Malala
Yousafzai that expands the number
of scholarships to women in Pakistan
under a merit and needs-based
programme. The ‘Malala Yousafzai
Scholarship Act’ was passed by the
House of Representatives in March
2020, and the US Senate adopted it by a
voice vote on January 1, 2021. The bill
requires the US Agency for International
Development (USAID) to award at least
50 per cent of scholarships under
a Pakistan-based higher education
scholarship programme to Pakistani
women, from 2020 to 2022, across a
range of academic disciplines and in
accordance with existing eligibility
criteria. Since 2010, the USAID has
awarded more than 6,000 scholarships
for young women to receive higher
education in Pakistan. The bill expands
this programme.

UN chief urges Israel to
stop new settlement construction in occupied
West Bank

During the meeting, matters of
mutual interest, regional security and
cooperation in all fields of defence &
security were discussed. COAS said
that Pakistan and Egypt enjoy brotherly relations and emphasized the need
for enhancing bilateral cooperation in
all spheres. Visiting dignitary also appreciated Pakistan’s efforts for regional
peace and stability. The Egyptian Ambassador appreciated Pakistan’s efforts
for regional peace and stability.

CPEC to promote regional connectivity, benefit
Afghanistan, CARs:
President

President Dr Arif Alvi on Friday
said with the promotion of regional
connectivity due to Gwadar Deep Seaport, the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would benefit the regional countries, especially Afghanistan and
Central Asian Republics (CARs). He was
presiding over a meeting regarding the
development activities at Gwadar Port.
The president said the Gwadar Port
would help make Pakistan the hub of
transit trade in the region. Besides
creating ample employment opportunities, its completion would also bring
about socio-economic prosperity for
the people of Balochistan, he added.

HEALTH
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New & More
Contagious

COVID

he end of 2020 was marked with
the beginning of a new strain of
COVID-19, initially the mutated
version of the COVID-19 was
foundin the Southern England
but according to reports, it has spread to
other countries as well like South Africa,
Nigeria and Pakistan and USA. The diagnosis of new strain of COVID-19 pushes
the world at the verge of panic and lockdowns because according to the experts,
the new strain of COVID-19 is 70 percent
more contagious than the SARS-COV-2
meaning that it is now more transmissible and could spread more easily. However, the mutated version of coronavirus
does not show any signs to worsen the
disease and unlikely that a single new mutation in the variant virus will make the
vaccine less effective. This shows that the
reports of lethality of the mutated strain
of COVID-19 are false and the reports of
the World Health Organization show that
with the spread of this mutated strain
in the England, there has been a hike in
the new cases but the ratio of deaths remained low.
According to WHO, globally in the last
week of December 2019,over 4 million
new COVID-19 cases and 72 000 new
deaths were reported. This brings the cumulative numbers to over 79 million reported cases and over 1.7 million deaths
globally since the start of the pandemic.As
cases of the coronavirus continue to rise,
health officials warned of a new strain of
the coronavirus.This new variant, called
B.1.1.7, has been linked to the United
Kingdom and mutation of the SARSCOV-2. The difference in the new variant
and sars-cov-2 is that the new one is more
contagious. An advisory group in the U.K.
estimated that it could be more than 70%
more infectious than the previously observed version of the disease.Another
thing to worry about is that one of the
mutations in the new variant affects one
of three genomic targets used by some
PCR tests. This means that in those tests,
that target area, would come up negative.
However, the pharmaceutical companies
that are making vaccines say their vac-

Strain

cines will protect the people against this
new strain. A vaccine specialist from UK
said that “It’s unlikely that this will have
anything more than a minor, if any, effect
on the vaccine’s effectiveness.”It is to understand that coronaviruses are not a
new thing and they have existed for a long
time and there are large families of this
virus found decades ago. Many of them
can cause a variety of illnesses, from a
mild cough to severe respiratory illnesses. However, the novel coronavirus or
SARS-COV-2 is one of several known to in-

fect humans. It has probably been around
for some time in animals but since it was
first contracted to humans, it turned into

a pandemic. Therefore, it is better to put
it this way that virus is not new but it is
new to human beings.Earlier in 2020,
when the pandemic was new, you might
have heard that there was more than one
strain of the new coronavirus. The theory
about different strains of the new coronavirus came from a study in China. Researchers were studying changes in coronavirus RNA over time to figure out how
various coronaviruses are related to each
other. They looked at 103 samples of the
new coronavirus collected from people,
and they looked at coronaviruses from
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animals. It turned out that the coronaviruses found in humans were not all the
same.There were two types, which the
researchers called “L” and “S.” They are
very similar, with slight differences in two
places. It looks like the S type came first.
However, the scientists say the L type was
more common early in the outbreak.In
UK, the health officials are now carrying
out random sequencing of samples from
positive cases across the country in order
to survey its spread through the nation
and to build up regional maps of its prevalence. However, with the increased transmission and contagious nature of the
new COVID-19 strain, there will be an increased pressure on the healthcare sector.
With the limited availability of healthcare
workers and equipment, a spike in the
infection can result in a catastrophe. Increase in cases will also impact the availability of beds and healthcare workers
for other patients who are suffering from
terminal illness or other critical diseases.
With a new mutated version of
COVID-19 out there, which is more contagious, we need stringent measures to
control the spread of the virus. However,
it is understood that viruses mutate all
the time and this mutation of COVID-19
is normal and a natural occurrence happens when the virus replicates, but this
does not indicate that we should overlook
the precautionary measures. We have to
stay vigilant and there is cause for concern because it will indirectly affect other
patients and the hospitals and healthcare
workers capacity. If there is a new mutated strain of COVID-19 out there, this does
not mean that there is a need to revise the
standard operating protocols. All we have
to do is to care about our loved ones and
us and it is possible through maintaining
physical distance of 2 meters and at the
more stringent use of masks andhand
washing. It also necessitates that governments should impose strict lockdowns
and the authorities ensure strict compliance of SOPs in the markets and in public
transportation. As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, it is important to remain vigilant, no matter where you are.
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Mark
Zuckerberg
M

ark Zuckerberg has become one of the most
recognizable tech leader
in the world due to his famous creation Facebook.
He is the eighth richest man in the world
as of 2020 and one of the most influential people of the current age. He has donated a lot of money towards important
charities like other tech entrepreneurs
like Bill Gates.

Early Life: Zuckerberg was

born on May 14, 1984 in New York. His
father was a dentist and mother was a
psychiatrist. Since his early age, Mark
was naturally talented in coding and
programming. He told in an interview
that his father gave him a book “C++ for
Dummies” as a birthday gift then onwards he entered into the world of coding. His tutor David Newman also recognized his talent of coding referring to
him as a prodigy. Even though ironically
Zuckerberg dropped out of college, he
is one of the famous and rich person of
the world. When he was 12, he created a
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messaging program called zucknet that
his father used in his dental office allowing the receptionist to notify him of
new patients without yelling across the
office. It was considered a primitive version of AOL Instant Messenger, which
came out the following year. Zuckerberg
later studied at Phillips Exeter Academy, an exclusive preparatory school
in New Hampshire. He also excelled in
literature, earning a diploma in classics,
but his coding skills were so good that
big companies approached him before
he even entered College to buy his programs. When he was a senior in high
school, he created an app called synapse
media player similar to Spotify. He was
approached by several companies with
job offers including AOL and Microsoft
before he graduated high school, but
he turned them all down. After graduating from Exeter in 2002, Zuckerberg
enrolled at Harvard University. After his
sophomore year, Zuckerberg dropped
out of college to devote himself to his
new company, Facebook, full time.
Later on, Terry Semel the former CEO
of Yahoo offered Zuckerberg a billion
dollars for the Facebook but Zuckerberg
denied the offer saying that Facebook
was his baby that he wanted to keep
growing and running it. CEO of Yahoo
reportedly said that he had never met a
person who would turn down a 1 billion
dollar offer. Today considering the net
worth of Facebook, it seems like Mark
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tively cheap cars as he was seen driving
a car Acura TSX worth less than $30,000
and was also spotted driving a Volkswagen Golf GTI, the car that costs about
$30,000. He only owns one sports car
Pagani Huayra Italian that he bought
in 2014 and priced at about 1.3 million
but is not the regular car he drives. He
also spends a bit of his money on Family
Travel. Zuckerberg and Chan met with
the Pope at the Vatican and in 2018 he

Zuckerberg was right about growing his
company on his own.
It is estimated that the net worth
of Mark Zuckerberg is currently $82.6
billion. Despite his billions Zuckerberg
does not have a taste for opulence, especially when it comes to cars and clothes.
He does however have an affinity for
developing his Real Estate portfolio and
beside his property in the urban centers,
he owns an Island in Hawaii as well. He
makes a lot of money in just one minute, which is why his net worth is even
higher than some countries GDP, such as
Jordan, Nicaragua and Barbados, which
is $46.9 billion, $15.4 billion, and $5.5
billion respectively. According to an estimate in 2018 only, Zuckerberg earned
roughly 1.7 million dollars an hour.

Philanthropy: Zuckerberg
and his wife Chan are very well-known
philanthropist, as they donate most of
their vast wealth to good causes and one
of the major philanthropic acts include
signing “the giving pledge”. The giving
pledge is a commitment by the world
of wealthiest individuals and families
to dedicate the majority of their wealth
to giving back Bill & Melinda Gates
launched the pledge with Warren Buffett. Zuckerberg and his wife Chan were
some of the first people to sign the giving pledge in 2010 and they focus their
philanthropic efforts on education and
medical research Zuckerberg and Chan
decided in 2014 to donate a hundred
and twenty million dollars to schools
in the Bay Area for years earlier. They
had pledged a hundred million dollars
to the public school system in Newark,
New Jersey through the Chan Zuckerberg initiative, which was founded in
December 2015 to advance the couple’s
goals of health. The famous couple also
pledged to donate at least three billion
dollars over the next decade to cure all
Disease by the end of the 21st century.
Mark Zuckerberg announced in 2015
that he intended to give away 99% of
his Facebook shares then valued at forty five billion dollars during his life. In
September 2016, Zuckerberg and Chan
announced that the Chan Zuckerberg
Initiative (CZI), the company into which
they put their Facebook shares, would
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invest at least $3 billion into scientific
research over the next decade to help
“cure, prevent and manage all diseases
in our children’s lifetime.” Renowned
neuroscientist Cori Bargmann of The
Rockefeller University, was named the
president of science at CZI.
“With a generation of younger folks
who have thrived on the success of their
companies, there is a big opportunity
for many of us to give back earlier in our
lifetime and see the impact of our philanthropic efforts.” Mark Zuckerberg.
Despite all the wealth, Zuckerberg is
famous for his passion for driving rela-
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posted photos of his seventh anniversary celebration with Priscilla Chan at the
Parthenon in Athens and in May 20 19
you visited Paris to beat French president Emmanuel macron.

Uzbekistan

TRAVEL DESTINATIONS

Tashkent – National Capital

KHIVA – THE CITY OF DELIGHTFUL
LYBRINTHS
The ancient city of Khiva is a unique open-airmuseum, reflecting the centuries old Central
Asia. The old town, Ichan-Kala is surrounded
by high walls and gates and it is a UNESCO
designated World Heritage site. The Kalta-Minar minaret catches the attention of tourists
along with its conspicuous ceramics, pottery
and woodcarvings.

BUKHARA
THE CITY OF MUSEUMS

The legendary city of Bukhara remained the
hub of learning, trade and religion over the
period. It is a tourist attractions includenumerous architectural monuments of
the Middle Ages, namely Poi - Kalan, Kosh
Madras

Tashkent, meaning means “stone city” in
Uzbek language, is the largest city of Central
Asia and lies in the northeasternpart of Uzbekistan. The city is an economic and cultural hub of the Central Asia and lies in the most
industrially developed part of the country.
Along with this, Tashkent is known for its
religious buildings, museums, theaters, and
mausoleums. Alexander Nevsky Cathedral,
Dzhuma Mosque, Prince Romanov Palace,
Alisher Navoiy Park, and Amirsoy Winter
Resort are among many places tourists visit
when they are in Tashkent.
SAMARKAND – CROSSROADS OF CULTURE

Samarkand literally means “stone fort” or “rock town”. The mythical and lively city
is a must see for the travelers and it is designated as one of the World Heritage site
by UNESCO. It was founded in the 7th century BC, ruled by Alexander the Great,
Genghis Khan, and Timur, and ever since the place has become a melting pot of different cultures. Tourist attractions in the city are Registan square, the Bibi Khanum
and Gur Emir Mausoleums, the Shah-i-Zinda complex, Afrosiab & the Ulughbek
Observatory.
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Uzbekistan, the oldest settled civilization and melting pot of different cultures, is famous for its mouthwatering cuisine and distinct from the nomadic neighbours of the Central Asia. The diverse terrain enriches
the cuisine of Uzbekistan with its abundant produce of fresh and dry fruits, the spices, vegetables, and
livestock. The range of food, like palov, noodles, bread, and tea acclaims, is the most gratifying and cherishing thing for the travelers in Uzbekistan.

KAZAN KEBAB

Another must-try dry dish of Uzbek cuisine is Kebab, which is
served in different styles, such as Shashlik or Kabobs. Shashlikis
basically cubes of meat or chicken grilled on the coal or woods, and
Kazan Kebabs are meat and potatoes cooked in kazan (a cast-iron
cauldron with thick walls) on slow-heat.

SHURPA SOUP

Shurpa soup is an Uzbek variation in the broth, similar to the
KhozaShorva of Iran, made up of meat and vegetables like potatoes.
It is a fatty bullion served in a special pot with relatively larger slices of potatoes

LAGMAN

Lagman is the most popular noodles dish of Central Asia, prepared
with the meat, vegetable and sauces.However, the dish is distinct
due to its Turkic prepration, hand-pulled noodles, and its serving in
a light broth or traditional sticky sauce.

MANTI
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Manti is an Uzbek version of the steamed dumplings served as an
appetizer and side dish.Uzbek Manti is filled with the meat, usually
mutton, and vegetables like onions and potatoes. It is served with a
variety of sauces like sour cream or tomato sauce.
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DAKAR RALLY 2021

The biggest
rally-raid in
the world
The taste of the extreme2021

D

akar Rally is one to biggest rallies organized in
the world, comprising of
the hardest sporting challenges of this era. It consists of one stage per day comprising
at least one “special stage” per day,
sometimes off-road, on terrain without tracks such as desert. The total
distance covered is several thousand
kilometers and the event takes place
over a period of between 10-15 days.
The race involves navigation, which is
done via a roadbook provided by the
organisers and handed out at the start
of each stage. This means the course
remains a secret until the roadbookis handed out to the crews.The Dakar
features five categories of
vehicles. Motorbikes,
quads,
cars
(T1/T2),
light-

weight vehicles (T3/T4) and trucks
(T5) have given their riders and crews
the chance to experience an extraordinary adventure and discover the
breathtaking landscapes of the countries.
With its 43rdedition, the Dakar
Rally will be heldfor the second consecutive year in Saudi Arabia for a new
tour of the deserts. Now that the third
chapter of the Dakar is open, all competitors will find again the beautiful
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landscapes they have discovered in
2020, but on a 100% new route.On the
4800 kilometers of special stages, they
will not rides on former tracks. For all
competitors, scrutineering took place
on January 1st and 2ndin Jeddah. The
Dakar Rally race started on January
the 2nd January with a prologue of 10
kilometers outside Jeddah. This year
competitors will start their 12 stages
of the Dakar Adventure through the
South to Wadi Al-Dawasair before go-
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ing back to the north reaching Ha’il–the
main Saudi Motorsport City –for the
rest day.
Saudi Arabia is home to five historical and archaeological sites inscribed
on the UNESCO World Heritage List,
as well as the two most important pilgrimage sites in Islam. The country is
bordered to the west by the Red Sea
and the east by the Arabic Gulf and
boasts three cities with a population
of more than a million people: Riyadh,
Jeddah, Mecca.
The second week of the race started
with a marathon stage and then competitors came back to the famous city
of Neom and three last days close to the
Red Sea. The 2021 Dakar also takes a
trip down memory lane with a launch
of the Dakar classic in parallel with the
main race a test of consistency will be
held the vehicle that took part in the
Dakar or other major rally raid events
before the year 2000.

The cars and trucks
that forged the
legend of the Dakar are making a
comeback in time
for chapter 3, where

everyone is eager to find the Porsche
911, the Volkswagen Iltis and Buggy
Sunhill again on the Dakar. The Dakar 2021 welcomed 555 competitors
among them around 54 for the Dakar
Classic participating in the race, and a
total of 321 vehicles;that is 129 bikes
and quads including 35 original by
Motul, 70 cars, 54 lightweight vehicles
(prototypes and ssvs), 42 trucks,and 26
Dakar classic vehicles.
The field included 16 women, 49 different nationalities, 144 rookies, and 83
legends competitors with more than 10
Dakar’s under the belt.
This year, the sporting team have
focused on slowing down the vehicles
to make the race even safer and more
technical.Some Innovations have been
introduced to improve the safety of the
competitors.To highlight danger zones
where competitors receive an audio
warning in the approach of the difficulty to keep them alert.Certain tricky and
hazardous sectors are categorized as
slow zones where the speed limit is 90
kilometers an hour. No tire changes are
allowed during the marathon stage and
each elite bike rider is granted six rear
tires for the entire rally.Airbag vests
are now mandatory for all the bike and
quad competitors; they can reduce the
severity of injury in a serious crash.Finally, the distribution of the road book
will be done every morning 15 minutes before the start of the stage. An
Eco-Friendly Approach
The Dakar is stepping up its commitment in the following areas:

•Offsetting all CO2 emissions resulting from the organization of
the race and the competitors by
supporting Greenoxx, a South
American NGO that combats deforestation in the Amazon and
carries out ecological and social
projects among communities in
the region.
•Waste treatment and systematic collection after the race passes
by.
•Redistribution of uneaten food.
•Working together with national
authorities to respect sensitive
and/or historical areas.
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BOOK REVIEW

Foundations of Freedom: Welfare-Based
Arguments Against Paternalism

By: Simon R. Clarke
New York: Routledge, 2012
The premise of the author, Simon R.
Clarke, in this book is that ‘people have
always believed in freedom, have sought
it and have sometimes fought and died
for it. He adds that throughout the modern period, freedom has jostled with
equality to be counted the highest virtue
of any just society, and is a mainstay of
constitutions, revolutionary slogans and
sophisticated theoretical arguments
for specific forms of political order. He
ponders upon the complex question
that which form of the freedom should
be promoted, such as amonglibertarianism and social democracy, liberalism
and communitarianism, and others. One
pessimistic response to this diversity
of interpretation would be to conclude
that claims about freedom’s value are
always essentially contestable and of
little use except as ideologically specific
articles of faith. We may all agree that
freedom is valuable while fundamentally disagreeing about what this claim,
if true, implies for our politics.However,
the discourse of freedom provided in
this book steer away from the inherent

value of the freedom and addresses the
instrumental value of freedom, which is
that there are good reasons to think that
person’s lives will go better – their welfare will be increased – if they are free.
Clarke answers this question by stating
that freedom is an absence of external
constraints, whether imposed by others
for preventing people from doing what
they want. He chooses this minimal
conception because it is simple and relatively clear, although he acknowledges
that in fact either governments or individuals very often impose these external
constraints.
Clarke summarizes his idea in 140
pages and 7 chapters and in these limited confines;he provides different
justifications for freedom’s value.In
chapter one, he explains the pleasure
and desire, or the idea that persons will
experience more pleasure or more effectively satisfy their desires if they are
free from paternalistic constraints. In
the second chapter, he shed light on the
self-development and idea of freedom
as an instrumentally valuable, which
enables people to develop their inner
natures and capacities. In the third
chapter, autonomy is discussed which
overlaps with chapter four with an argument that the value of autonomy lies
in its being a condition for participation
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in projects and activities that constitute
well-being.In next chapter, Clarke endorses the idea that ends are valuable
only if persons actively endorse and
connects it with chapter six addressing the essentiality of activeness and
intention for a person’s life to go well.
In the last chapter titled trust, takes into
account the dilemma of freedom-restricting paternalism, which could only
ever be justified if persons had sound
reasons to trust the paternal authority,
but, paradoxically, the fact of paternalism constitutes a reason for persons to
withhold such trust. Clarke is narrowly
interested in ‘welfare-based grounds
for liberty,’ so a whole array of related
issues, such as the Kantian conception
of autonomy as adherence to universalisable rules that an agent imposes upon
herself, can be set aside.
Indeed, Clarke has identified a controversial question that wecannot always
be relied upon to set aside their prior
intuitions and political preferences
when devising our arguments around
the subject of freedom. Normative political philosophy has implications for
real politics, and the murky overlap
between them sometimes allows one
to contaminate the other without due
acknowledgement. It is very easy, in
short, to let prejudices and not arguments determine which conclusions
are reached. It is admirable, then, that
in Foundations of Freedom there is
never any hint of a preconceived political agenda behind the clean prose and
tight argumentation. The focus remains
squarely on the issue at hand, and
Clarke appears, if anything, ambivalent
about the broader political implications of his findings. His use of existing
literature follows this trend, and with
a few exceptions, arguments are presented without their original authors
interrupting the discussion. Clarke’s
controlled approach is reflected in the
conclusions reached at the end of each
chapter. He treats the contending justifications for liberty in an impressively
even-handed way carrying the issue of
paternalism’s compatibility with freedom to a decisive conclusion. Clarke
supports the idea of freedom in the
concluding chapter by stating that the
various accounts of freedom’s value are
not mutually exclusive, so while none
is totally successful, all contribute to a
complex, cumulative case for liberty.
The book concludes with these
words:If our concern is for advancing
a person’s welfare, and if restricting
freedom could sometimes do that, and
there are no other reasons against restricting freedom, then it should be accepted that freedom should be restricted. However, most of the time a concern
for a person’s welfare requires the protection of his or her individual liberty.
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